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Jerusalem
Revealing what had been concealed.

Walking is a way of remaining in place, or in a place, of leaving oneself to return to
oneself, of upping the odds that surprise might flow through. Of giving one’s eyes
something to do, so that the world within might be heard.

*     *     *

During the years when walking was impossible, especially in this car-crowded city of hills
and sprawl, when arthritic pain nailed me to my desk chair, the only way to feel that
freshness was to walk through others’ lines and times, against the grain of my language.
That was the pleasure of translation—of moving and being moved across a landscape into
the foreign, and taking on form and sense as they shuttled between the eyes and ears and
lips and tongue. Looking down the alleys of assonance, and into the crannies of
consonance. There’s a glittering weed—or was that planted?—in any case, it’s shining. Let

INTRODUCTION
During the years when walking was impossible, especially in this car-crowded city of hills and sprawl, when
arthritic pain nailed me to my desk chair, the only way to feel that freshness was to walk through others’ lines
and times, against the grain of my language. That was the pleasure of translation—of moving and being moved
across a landscape into the foreign, and taking on form and sense as they shuttled between the eyes and ears
and lips and tongue. Looking down the alleys of assonance, and into the crannies of consonance. There’s a
glittering weed—or was that planted?—in any case, it’s shining. Let me bring that back into an English weave.
There’s a car bumper holding the sky. Now a breeze shifts over a knoll, rushing through a scrim of jasmine. Is
that literature or is it life? How can I capture—no, create—no, capture—the pitch of that coolness and scent?
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me bring that back into an English weave. There’s a car bumper holding the sky. Now a
breeze shifts over a knoll, rushing through a scrim of jasmine. Is that literature or is it
life? How can I capture—no, create—no, capture—the pitch of that coolness and scent?

*     *     *

Jerusalem exposes one like no other city I’ve known. It opens one to and within that sense
of translation across a landscape where people and syntax, garbage and shade, languages,
longing, and soma merge. But it also exposes as in stripping bare—or revealing what had
been concealed. Jerusalem will “dissipate romantic expectations,” noted Herman
Melville, having walked the city. “To some,” he added, “the disappointment is heart
sickening.”

*     *     *

Walking is a way of erasing oneself by asserting oneself, or asserting oneself through
erasure—it’s a way of absorbing, of zeroing in on all the little links that involve us, of
letting the world in-form us. Maybe words will rise from that influx, like a mist or cloud
form. So that an image or cadence emerges, as though from the cells of that registration.
And only from that registration.

*     *     *

I pass by the Knesset and Supreme Court buildings, on my way back from a day at the
library, and it occurs to me that I am at this point all too numb to the mechanisms of the
state and, in a sense, to the nation-state as such. Though not to its landscape—battered
and scarred as it is by so much of what happens within those halls.

That soon-to-be-phased-out library and the old university grounds are among the most
cultivated and focused places in the city. My pace slows, my breathing widens, as soon as
I pass through the main gate. Small groves of cypress and pine, with a limestone footpath
winding through them, offer tents of shade from the sun’s drill and its leveling glare—
restoring a sense of extension and volume. The modest geometries of the international
style, deployed around a central, tree-studded carpet of grass, augment the aura of
rightness. And an olive tree adds time to the equation, its opening fist of a trunk giving
way to the most tender of canopies and indicating that it is much older than this
ecumenical paradise, this enclosed green campus, and may be one of the few visible
remains of the Arab village that stood where all this now exists.

This tribute to learning and openness is built, in other words, on government-confiscated
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land.

*     *     *

The sage, said Dahlberg, is he who sits. The Hasids say it’s he who walks—to gather the
sparks, to enter divinity’s feminine presence. So it is en route to the accountant, the
archive, the demonstration, the doctor, the market, the museum, the post office . . .

*     *     *

Walking is a way of deferring arrival, but also of making it possible.

*     *     *

Watching people walk in Jerusalem: is anything more dispiriting? The twisted effort and
utter unease of it. As though they were battling not only the dismantled infrastructure of
the city—its dug-up, treeless downtown streets, its gaping pipes and makeshift lampposts,
as well as the dust and heat—but some more essential or metaphysicalprinciple. And yet .
. . Just back from two weeks in ghostly, almost Jew-less Vilna, the Jerusalem of
Lithuania; from placid, baroque, and almost Roman Vilnius, the geographical heart of
Europe, where the boulevards and plazas are wide and the walking is leisurely and part of
the rhythms of the day, and where watching that walking in the municipal space is also
part and parcel of that rhythm—I’m reminded that ease is not all.

In Judenrein Vilnius, the stroll signifies repose in place and both stained and sustained
belonging. In Jew-crammed Jerusalem, the unease echoes exile’s depth.

Originally Published: October 30th, 2009
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San Francisco
Grounded at last.

Habit is a stabilizing psycho-biological compass. I have a major one: to take a walk as
soon as I get home after even a short flight, not just because I don’t have a car and the
ground is where I feel ready to deal with the things of the world, but because when I’m up
in the ether, I feel physically incomplete. Locomotion makes me more palpable to myself,
fleshed out, self-locatable. So I observe the habit, climb three flights to my apartment,
drop my bags, walk back down the stairs, then down the hill through my neighborhood. If
I’m still travel-dressy, I buy my lettuce and avocados at the corner market or plant myself
in a cafe wearing suit and white shirt or whatever I wrapped myself in before departing
that now-nearly-forgotten-wherever. In my now gentrified but casual neighborhood, you
walk the streets dressed how you like. Thirty-year-old nano-captain-of-industry types
with 1.5-million-dollar two-bedroom houses stroll about in cleverly logo-ed T-shirts and
(help them, somebody) flip-flops. Some neighborhood regulars go in costume. One
swaggers like a Mad Max vet in a long cape that looks shredded by cat’s claws: beads and

INTRODUCTION
Habit is a stabilizing psycho-biological compass. I have a major one: to take a walk as soon as I get home after
even a short flight, not just because I don’t have a car and the ground is where I feel ready to deal with the
things of the world, but because when I’m up in the ether, I feel physically incomplete. Locomotion makes me
more palpable to myself, fleshed out, self-locatable. So I observe the habit, climb three flights to my apartment,
drop my bags, walk back down the stairs, then down the hill through my neighborhood. If I’m still travel-dressy, I
buy my lettuce and avocados at the corner market or plant myself in a cafe wearing suit and white shirt or
whatever I wrapped myself in before departing that now-nearly-forgotten-wherever.
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wing-nuts swing from his imperfect, droopy braids, and the catcher’s shin-guards
strapped to his legs gleam like greaves. I walk on by, suited up, and feel grounded at last.

*     *     *

Several weeks ago. I brush my shoes, go out, walk up my hill, then up an even steeper hill
where I get an open-fan view of the East Bay and the Oakland seaport’s horsy white
shipping cranes, the most elegant public sculpture in the Bay Area. From there to the
Castro is downhill and nearly all stairways, some that literally skirt people’s front doors,
so down I go to the flats past the Castro Theater (if Josephine Baker were a movie house .
. .) then down Market to the Safeway to pick up more lettuce and avocados (and vodka). A
broad-faced, late-middle-aged man with the comportment of a tribal chieftain, a fat snake
of dreads trussed to his head with hemp twine, waits to check out half-gallons of soy milk.
At the cheese counter a pair of leathered hairy bears bicker over triple creams. A
middle-aged pee-wee in wrinkled suit and white shirt, the unmedicated voices in his head
now given full voice, harangues two women who moments ago were stabbing half-cartons
of eggs at each other. The cereal aisle, bright as the spaceship in 2001: A Space Odyssey,
cheers us all on with its infinitude. By now I can’t breathe—the visual overload is cutting
into my air supply. But I wouldn’t have it any other way (assuming I could) because one
task of city walking is to separate one thing from another. Urban walking trains us for
storytelling, yes, but my Safeway experience is a speed babble fever dream. I don’t own a
camera: having to choose this or this chokes me up.

*     *     *

Walk enough and you feel San Francisco physically alive in you; its topography tightens
through your hamstrings, quads, and Achilles. It guarantees astonishment, too. You live
here for years and are still caught unawares by a body of water between buildings, stood
on end like stage scenery, or by a tilted sidewalk that rises skyward until it becomes all
the horizon there is. Steve McQueen went for a midnight motorcycle ride while in town to
film Bullitt and next day told the director that when he crested hills his bike wheels left
the ground. He could fly. So they discussed shooting a car chase.

*     *     *

Some festival nights—Halloween, New Year’s Eve, the Fourth—I go out late and float
neighborhoods, walking and hopping public transit, with stops in bars or cafes. (Riding
transit is a kind of wheeled walking.) When I float I don’t feel I’m passing through time
but that it’s passing through me, leaving behind its candy wrappers, lost shoes, cooking
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stains, burnt-rubber atmospheres, and muggy lights. It’s a run-on narrative composed of
extremely long paragraphs, anecdotes mix-mastered into one strange mossy elixir, like
the scummy, life-elongating antioxidant a doctor friend once imposed on me but which,
next day, made me sick. Take it anyway, it’s good for you. Whether it’s a float or errand
run or planned trek, I don’t walk to absorb local color, and I certainly don’t do it to gather
“material.” If I’m moving really fast, it’s usually because I’ve made a mess of something in
my life or something in my life has made a mess of me. So I take my trouble for a walk,
not to sort through it but to give grievance, sadness, confusion, or rage a quickened shape
and action. The broken glass of broken loves, the nauseated conviction that my own
emotions have kidnapped me from my life—walking gives momentary, cadenced
containment to such disturbances. One Fourth of July, nasty of mood due to writerly
aggravations, I went in search of the city’s fireworks. No, I didn’t, really, because I knew
very well where they were happening. I wanted, really, to ambulate toward the shattered,
plosive colors in hope that some strangeness would intervene. That night it was a dapper
Indian gentleman at a bus stop playing with a moist bud of chewing gum, who said to me:
“I feel fine as fog.” One Halloween I kept switching from foot to transit. On a Haight
Street-bound bus, a toothless drunk boarded and greeted us all, including some bouncy
out-of-towners hoping for a Haight experience, then broke into song: “I once had a horse
named Sunshine / She never drank water / She only drank wine.” The tourists were
having their peak experience, but when the driver stopped the bus and walked the aisle,
hat in hand, soliciting contributions for the homeless entertainer, a night worker behind
me got restless: “You the driver? The fuck you doing? Get back there and drive me
home!” Another shining night, on foot, in this purple-gartered, doll-face, kissy city, within
a ten minute stretch I got caught up in three acts of near violence, one involving a
hysterical bicyclist wielding a tire pump, another a smiling stranger who walked straight
at me asking the time of day but then got in my face and waved his fists, screaming about
gas bills, the mayor, and me.

*     *     *

We find our own speed. Whenever somebody says I walk fast I wonder what counts for
fastness of foot compared to the twenty-mile jaunts of a Wordsworth or Keats or
Coleridge. And their pace wasn’t up to Audubon’s: when he describes in his journals and
letters the distances he covered in a day, it’s clear the man wasn’t walking really, he was
springing forward in a walking kind of way. Recently, out late after a show at the Castro,
powering through some neighborhood, my date and I noticed our matching martial
strides. The velocity of a stride can measure a person’s pace through the mined gardens of
circumstance, through work and loves and changing emotional frequencies. Two persons
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walking together at speed, telling stories and breathing hard, will physically draw closer,
hands in pockets, bump shoulders, and the bump might incite something unexpected and
intense, or not. That night, I imagined two others walking a commercial corridor
anywhere: one saunters, the other marches; one constantly looks at the mirrors shop
windows create; the other, not. At home, they bicker over the number and placement of
mirrors.

*     *     *

It’s hard to resist glancing at our window reflections. We check for imperfections. We
evaluate the project of self-fashioning. “Where doors and walls are made of mirrors,”
Walter Benjamin says in The Arcades Project, “there is no telling outside from in, with all
the equivocal illumination.” Benjamin never visited New York or San Francisco; he
couldn’t now say that “women [in Paris] look at themselves more than elsewhere. . . .
Before any man catches sight of her, she already sees herself ten times reflected.” I get
teased that I’ll see any French movie set in Paris just to watch the glassfronts. Who cares
about the plot of Un coeur en hiver or Nelly et Monsieur Arnaud? I watch them to swoon
over the louvered flash and revolutions of images in restaurant windows, doors, shop
windows.

*     *     *

Glassfronts make a city whole by fragmenting it. The anarchic multiplicities thrill me. The
N Judah streetcar stops in front of Kezar’s, my local drinking establishment. At night the
bar mirrors flash back the streetcar’s windows and airplane-metal sides that are
themselves smeared with reflections of Kezar’s lights washing across faces behind the
streetcar windows. Benjamin again: “Let two mirrors reflect each other; then Satan plays
his favorite trick and opens here in his way (as his partner does in lovers’ gazes) the
perspective on infinity.” Around 7:00 PM, in winter, the trolley floods the corner with
discharged passengers who speed or amble or drag their heels in all directions, going
home to their secrets, some stopping in Kezar’s to drink and recite their own or others’
secrets. Walk past Kezar’s windows, as I often do at this hour, and you see your reflection
in the windows and, behind them, in the backbar mirrors and, wiping across both, in the
reflecting surfaces of the streetcar. Fractured illumination, slashing epiphany, darkling
disclosure: versions on versions of the real. In such fugitive moments, I know I’m home.

Originally Published: October 30th, 2009
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218 WALKABLE CITY 

will quickly be outweighed by the increased car trips of residents 

who refuse to walk. 

TINY IS TASTIER 

Jan Gehl may be the world's leading observer of how people use 
places. In Cities for People, he notes how we walk just under 
3 miles per hour in warm weather, and just over 3.5 miles per 
hour in cold weather; how we bow our heads ten degrees while 
walking; how we can see a person's movement at one hundred 
yards and recognize and hear them at about fifty. 3 These sorts of 
observations have powerful implications for how we should design 
public streets and squares and, more often than not, the lesson is 
to make them smaller. He shares the aphorism "When in doubt, 
leave some meters [yards] out," and reminds us that "if a dinner 
party is held at narrow tables, a festive mood quickly catches on 
because everyone can talk in several directions across the table."4 

This analogy is apt. It is often surprising to measure some of 
America's favorite and most successful public spaces-New York's 
Rockefeller Center, San Antonio's Riverwalk, San Francisco's 
Ghirardelli Square-and discover how small they actually are. 
Few are much broader than sixty yards across.• And let's not for
get Disney's Main Street, famously built at three-quarters scale. 
Large public spaces, increasingly demanded of developers by 
citizens' committees and planning boards, can often end up of
fering less of an amenity than smaller ones, especially if the 
buildings surrounding them are not very tall. Since the key mea
sure of a place's spatial definition is its height-to-width ratio, 
wide spaces only feel enclosed when Hanked by buildings of con

siderable height.• 

"Times Square? Sixty yards across. Rome's Piazza Navona? Sixty yards acr~ss. 
•As discussed in Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Specks Suburban 
Nation (78), a width-to-height ratio above 6:1 is generally agreed to exceed the limits of 
spatial definition, with a 1:1 ratio historically considered the ideal. 
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Yet Gehl's well-earned distaste for large things extends to 
building heights as well. This stance puts him in the company of 
some of our most prominent urban thinkers while alienating him 
from others. In A Pattern Language, the bestselling design book 
of all time, Christopher Alexander drew the limit at four stories, 
noting that "there is abundant evidence to show that high build
ings make people crazy."5 The fertile-minded Leon Krier, Lux
embourger godfather of the New Urbanist movement, is likewise 
adamant in his dismissal of skyscrapers, which he terms "vertical 
cul-de-sacs," arguing instead for cities limited to four stories, the 
convenient height 'for a walk-up. This position is embraced by 
peak-oilers like Jim Kunstler, who worry-or celebrate-that 
escalating energy costs will eventually put all our elevators out of 
service. 

Gehl's beef with tall buildings comes from his concern for 
the public realm, and the fact that only people in the lower sto
ries of a building can interact with people on the street. He 
wryly comments that "above the fifth floor, offices and housing 
should logically be the province of the air-traffic authorities."6 He 
also notes that tall buildings capture the air currents that circu
late around the ten-story level, which "can cause wind speed at 
the foot of tall buildings to be up to four times greater than in the 
surrounding open landscape." He observes that, in Amsterdam, 
umbrellas protect people, while in (high-rise) Rotterdam, people 
protect umbrellas.7 

Gehl and K~ier are probably right that the most pleasant and 
livable cities are those like Amsterdam and Paris that were prin
cipally built before elevators. This outcome is, of course, more 
dependent on the fact that they were also built before cars, but the 
human scale of the buildings contributes as well. The more im
portant discussion, however, concerns whether taller buildings 
degrade walkability by their presence as much as they improve it 
with their capacity. The more people a building can hold, the more 
people on the street, and the superlative pedestrianism of Man
hattan and Hong Kong suggests that inhumane, vortex-generating 
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skyscrapers have little negative effect on street life. Indeed, it is 
essential to recognize that, in Manhattan, it is precisely the con
tinuous presence of tall buildings along the avenues that allows 
them to support a continuous array of shopfronts fm: block after 
block after block 

It is for this reason, among others, that while some urban 
designers rail against tall buildings, most economists clamor for 
more. Ed Glaeser, today's noisiest advocate for skyscrapers, in
sists that they are necessary for preserving affordability in our 
blossoming urban cores, and Chris Leinberger has notoriously 
dared to question Washington, D.C.'s century-old height limit. 
This position is right in theory, but the economists don't seem to 
have fully processed one thing the designers know, which is how 
tremendously dense a city can become at moderate heights. Bos
ton's North End, in Jane Jacobs's day, achieved 275 dwelling 
units per acre with hardly an elevator in sight.8 A ten-story city 
like Washington simply does not need towers to achieve great 
walking density. Indeed, outside of Midtown and the Financial 
District, most of Manhattan's lively avenues are lined by build
ings closer to ten stories tall. 

Ultimately, since most cities are not New York, there is a 
much more important argument to be made for height limits 
than Gehl's call for sociability and calm winds. The typical 
American downtown is not faced with the volume of develop
ment, even in good times, that needs tall buildings to contain it. 
In most places, the challenge is the exact opposite: a preponder
ance of vacant properties and parking lots, the missing teeth that 
make walking so unpleasant. Raising or abolishing the height 
limit, as occurred in Baton Rouge, creates the outcome of Baton 
Rouge, where a single skyscraper lands on an empty block and 
sucks up an entire year's worth of development activity, while all 
the surrounding blocks stay empty-or fill up with skyscraper 

parking. 
Meanwhile, witnessing the success of the skyscraper devel-
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aper, the surrounding landowners begin to speculate. They won't 
build a midrise on their lot, because that's not the most the lot 
can hold. And they won't sell it for a reasonable price, because 
it's "worth" building a skyscraper on.9 The next thing you know, 
all the would-be urban developers have fled to the beltway. 

In this context, it is tempting to do a bit of our own specula
tion, on how tremendous the District of Columbia's height limit 
has been for the city and its walkability. That limit, set at twenty 
feet taller than the width of each building's enfronting street, 
has caused new development to fill many more blocks than it 
would have otherwrse. This strategy has created street after street 
of excellent urbanism, even in places where the architecture 
could be better. (The running joke is that Washington is the place 
where the best architects go to do their worst work) A case in 
point would be the K Street neighborhood, northeast of the Wa
tergate, where hardly a single building is worth a second look, 
but where every boring glass-and-steel-lined sidewalk is perfectly 
hospitable to its promenading lobbyists. 

Does this experience suggest that skyscrapers are always a 
bad idea in typical American cities? Not necessarily, as long as 
they follow the Vancouver model of a skinny tower atop a broad 
base. While a bit more expensive than fat slabs, narrow towers 
create a skyline instead of blocking out the sky, and don't cause 
the same wind problems. They can also satisfy the developers 
who, far from chasing Leinberger's density or Glaeser's afford
ability, are most often hoping to sell luxury condos. 

WEATHER OR NOT 

Talking to audiences across the United States, I am always sur
prised to hear that-no matter where I am-their city's weather 
makes it somehow less capable of supporting pedestrian life than 
the rest of planet Earth. Never mind the crowds of happy visitors 



STEP 5: PROTECT THE PEDESTRIAN 
Size matters; A turn too far; Fat lanes; Keep it complicated; The safety 

apotheosis; The one-way epidemic; Sacred sidewalks; Senseless signals 

Will the pedestrian survive? Or, more precisely: Will potential 
walkers feel adequately protected against being run over, enough 
so that they make the choice to walk? 

This is clearly the central question of any discussion of walk
able cities. As all the other steps make clear, pedestrian safety 
is not enough. But it is essential, and also so often needlessly 
botched by the people who build our cities. These failures stem 
from two principal sources: a lack of concern for the pedestrian 
and a fundamental misunderstanding within the professions 
about what makes streets safe. The Rrst cause is political, and can 
be overcome through advocacy. The second cause is technical, 
and can be overcome by setting the record straight. 

SIZE MATTERS 

In his landmark book Great Streets, the urbanist Alan Jacobs (no 
relation to Jane) lays out Rgure-ground maps, each a mile square, 
of more than forty world cities. With streets in white and blocks 
in black, these drawings allow us to understand and compare 
the patterns underlying some of the planet's most walkable and 
unwalkable places. The lessons that emerge are unmistakable, 
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especially as you compare cities that you have had the pleasure 
or misfortune to visit. The most obvious of these lessons pertains 
to block size. 

Generally speaking, the cities with the smallest blocks are 
the ones best known for walkability, while those with the largest 
blocks are known as places without street life-if they are known 
at all. The preindustrial neighborhoods of downtown Boston and 
lower Manhattan, like their European counterparts, have blocks 
that average less than two hundred feet long (and the cranky 
medieval street patterns to match). The most walkable grids, 
like Philadelphia's and San Francisco's, have blocks that average 
less than four hundred feet in length. And then there are the 
pedestrian-free zones, like Irvine, California, where many blocks 
are one thousand feet long or longer. 

There are, as always, exceptions. Much of Berlin has surpris
ingly large blocks. But its street maps are effectively a lie, since 
so many Berlin blocks are rife with interior passages and court
yards that create a hidden network of pedestrian life. The blocks 
of Los Angeles aren't much bigger than Barcelona's, but the lat
ter's streets aren't engineered for high speeds. Los Angeles dem
onstrates that it is possible to make a small-block city unwalkable, 
but the larger pool of evidence confirms that it is much harder to 
make a big-block city walkable. 

I remember the first time I visited Las Vegas, which, aside 
from the Strip and the old main street (Fremont Street) is a place 
where nobody walks. Driving into town in my rented Mustang, I 
checked the Hertz map for the path to my hotel. In those days, 
rental-car maps typically showed only a city's major roads, skip
ping the fine-grained network in between for simplicity. As I 
entered the city, I was astounded to learn that there wasn't a 
fine-grained network in between: the dumbed-down rental-car 
map was the city. This explained a lot. 

There are two main reasons why smaller blocks make for 
better cities. The first has less to do with safety and more with 
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convenience: the more blocks per square mile, the more choices 
a pedestrian can make and the more opportunities there are to 
alter your path to visit a useful address such as a coffee shop or 
dry cleaner. These choices also make walking more interesting, 
while shortening the distances between destinations. 

The second, more important, reason is that bigger blocks 
mean fewer streets and thus bigger streets. Presuming a similar 
traffic volume, a city with twice the block size requires each 
street to hold twice as many driving lanes. The typical street in 
downtown Porthi.nd, with its two-hundred-foot-per-side blocks, 
holds two lanes of traffic.9 The typical street in downtown Salt 
Lake City, with blocks over six hundred feet per side, holds six 
lanes of traffic: And six-lane streets are much more dangerous 
than two-lane streets. 

The definitive study on this topic was completed by Wesley 
Marshall and Norman Garrick at the University of Connecticut, 
who compared data from twenty-four medium-sized California 
cities. They looked at more than 130,000 car crashes that oc
curred over nine years, and were able to divide the subjects into 
twelve "safer" cities and twelve "less safe" cities. Among these 
two groups, they found no single variable to be more predictive 
of injury and death than block size. Blocks in the dozen safer cit
ies averaged eighteen acres in size, while blocks in the dozen less 
safe cities averaged thirty-four acres in size. All told, a doubling 
of block size corresponded with a tripling of fatalities .1 

•Portland's fine-grained network contains a remarkable six hundred intersections per 
square mile. You can fit nine typical Portland blocks in a typical Salt Lake City block. 
The block-size versus street-width math is not exact for a number of interesting reasons. 
Portland's blocks are generally taller than Salt Lake City's, but this factor is counter
balanced somewhat by the vicious circle that occurs in big-blocked cities, where an 
automotive environment causes many potential pedestrians to drive instead. 
•Each Salt Lake City street is famously 132 feet wide, thanks to the dictate by Brigham 
Young that streets be wide enough to turn a wagon team around without "resorting to 
profanity" (Mark Haddock, "Salt Lake Streets Have Seen Many Changes over Past 
150 Years"). This 132 feet now includes sidewalks, but that still leaves room for a lot of 
lanes. 
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Big-block, multilane systems result in streets that are both 
harder to cross and easier to speed on. Here, the most significant 
threshold is between one lane and two lanes in any given direc
tion, since that second lane offers the opportunity to pass and 
thus allows drivers to slip into a "road racer" frame of mind. 
Whichever lane you are in, the other one looks faster. 2 It is pos
sible to make an eminently walkable multilane boulevard
picture Paris-but few big-block cities have the budget or the 
desire to buy that many trees. And even the Champs Elysees is a 
nightmare to cross. 

Multilane streets are much more dangerous for drivers as 
well, thanks to the "killed by kindness" scenario. As it typically 
unfolds, this story line involves a motorist signaling left and an 
approaching car in the adjacent lane slowing down to allow the 
turn. As the motorist crosses the centerline, a speeding car in the 
far lane, hidden by the kind driver, T-bones the turning vehicle. 

The good news is that four-lane streets can be as inefficient 
as they are deadly, because the fast lane is also the left-hand turn 
lane, and maintaining speed often means jockeying from lane to 
lane. Thanks to this inefficiency, many cities across the country 
are finding it politically possible to introduce something called a 
"road diet." In a road diet, a standard four-lane street is replaced 
by a three-lane street: one lane in each direction and a center 
lane reserved for left turns. 

What is remarkable about road diets is not that they save 
lives-that is to be expected. In a typical road-diet conversion, 
Orlando's Edgewater Drive, the number of crashes fell by 34 
percent and, because the crashes were slower, the number of in
juries fell by an impressive 68 percent: from one per nine days to 
one per month. Rather, the surprising thing is that they do not 
reduce a street's carrying capacity. Thanks to the inherent effi
ciency of maintaining a dedicated turning lane, the typical road 
diet does nothing to lower the traffic volume on a street. Com
parison of seventeen different road diets conducted by the engi-
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neering firm AECOM found that only two streets lost capacity, 
while five stayed the same, and ten actually handled more cars 
per day after the conversion. . 

These numbers are important, because most road-diet oppo
nents are fearful of increased congestion. In the 1980s, 95 per
cent of the residents of Lewistown, Pennsylvania, came out against 
a road diet proposed by some progressive engineers at PennDOT, 
citing concerns over increased travel times. PennDOT built the 
conversion anyway-as DOTs will do-and travel times re
mained unchaqged as crashes dropped to nearly zero. 3 

This story and the dozens since then represent a great op
portunity for almost every American city. There is hardly a down
town in the United States that does not have a four-laner that 
would benefit from a road diet tomorrow. A happy by-product of 
the road diet is the additional ten to twelve feet of roadway freed 
up by the eliminated lane. This space can be used to expand 
sidewalks, plant trees, create a missing parking lane, or replace 
parallel parking with angled parking in a business district. Since 
most urban four-laners already have sidewalks, trees, and parking, 
this pavement is often redeployed as two ample bicycle lanes, 
further humanizing the street. This solution presents the addi
tional benefit of avoiding the expense of rebuilding any curbs.9 

A TURN TOO FAR 

Now that I've fully sung the praises of turn lanes, let me attack 
them. Road diets aside, left-hand turn lanes have done more 

"San Francisco is also no stranger to road diets of this type, having converted five im
portant streets from four lanes to three: Dolores, Guerrero, Valencia, Missi~n, ~nd 
South Van Ness. On all five streets, driving times remained unchanged, while bike 
volumes soared. On Valencia Street, for example, the number of commute-time cyclists 
rose from 88 to 215 per hour (Michael Rankin, presentation at New Partners for Smart 
Growth, February 10, 2007). 
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than their share to wreck a good number of American down
towns. Why? Because, by inserting them where they are not 
needed, or making them much longer than needed, engineering 
departments have caused many Main Streets to become a lane 
too wide. 

This wouldn't be as big a problem if it were only a matter of 
ten feet. Unfortunately, the big problem is where those ten feet 
are found, in what used to be a parking lane. This is the situation 
in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, where the once-bustling Wyan
dotte Street has the misfortune of also being State Route 378. 
Here, the same enlightened DOT engineers who brought us 
Lewistown's road diet decided that a two-laner needed a center 
turn lane, and they scraped an entire block face of its parallel 
parking to get it. Without convenience parking for their customers, 
the stores that line Wyandotte Street are all dead or dying; those 
that remain will not last long. And here's the kicker: the DOT's 
turn lane-four hundred feet long, enough for a stack of two 
dozen cars-serves a minor side street containing a mere eleven 
houses. · 

This is highway engineering perversity at its most wasteful ... 
were it only an isolated incident! Most American downtowns suf
fer from unnecessary and overlong left-hand turn lanes that 
eliminate parking, broaden streets, speed up traffic, and other
wise detract from the pedestrian experience. While most can't 
be eliminated without a negative impact on traffic Row, most can 
be shortened. A three-car-long turn lane that eliminates three 
parking spaces at a corner is a vast improvement over the block
long monsters that most cities install without a second thought. 

FAT LANES 

Contrary to perceptions, the greatest threat to pedestrian safety 
is not crime, but the very real danger of automobiles moving 
quickly. Yet most traffic engineers, often in the name of safety, 
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continually redesign city streets to support higher-speed driving. 
This approach is so counterintuitive that it strains credulity: en
gineers design streets for speeds well above the posted limit, 
so that speeding drivers will be safe-a practice that, of course, 
causes the very speeding it hopes to protect against. 

Even my old South Beach neighborhood, known for its walk
ability, was not immune to this sort of thinking. If you have seen 
the remake of La Cage aux Folles, you might remember the lively 
streetscape of Espanola Way, where Robin Williams buys a birth
day cake for his ,partner. Follow that street two blocks west and 
you will find that already-narrow sidewalks have been cut in half 
in order to widen a roadway that functioned perfectly well be
fore. Why? Because the standards had changed-from walkable 

to not. 
I have never heard a proper explanation for the creeping ex

pansion of America's street standards. All I know is that it is very 
real and that it has a profound impact on the work that city 
planners do every day. In the late nineties, I was helping to 
design Mount Laurel, a new town outside of Birmingham, Ala
bama, that was modeled on that city's most successful prewar 
neighborhoods. We had measured the streets of Homewood, 
Mountain Brook, and the city's other best addresses, and planned 
our thoroughfares with the same dimensions. We were then told 
that our streets did not meet the standard, and our engineering 
firm was unwilling to stamp the drawings for fear of legal lia

bility. 
I remember one particular afternoon, when we convinced 

the county engineer to tour these great neighborhoods with us in 
our van. Perhaps anticipating our consternation, he gripped the 
door handle with white knuckles and shouted "We're gonna die!" 
as we motored calmly around the narrow, leafy streets of Moun
tain Brook. I'm pretty sure he was joking, but his ultimate pro
nouncement was clear: we had to reengineer our streets with a 

higher design speed. 
This logic-that higher design speeds make for safer 
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streets-coupled with the typical city engineer's desire for un
impeded traffic-has caused many American cities to rebuild 
their streets with lanes that are twelve, thirteen, and sometimes 
even fourteen feet wide. Now cars are only six feet wide-a Ford 
Excursion is 6

1
6

11
-and most Main Streets were historically made 

of ten-foot lanes. That dimension persists on many of the best 
such as ritzy Worth Avenue in Palm Beach, Florida. Yet man; 
cities I visit have their fair share of twelve-footers, and that is 
where much of the speeding occurs. 

For me ~ri~ing t~is and you reading it, it is undoubtedly 
clear that bmldmg wider lanes would cause drivers to speed. 
After all, if highways have twelve-foot lanes, and we are comfort
able negotiating them at seventy miles per hour, wouldn't we feel 
the same way on a city street of the same dimension? Yet in the 
bizarre parallel universe of the traffic engineer, no such relation
ship exists: motorists will drive at the speed limit, or slightly 
above, no matter what sort of drag strip we lay in their path. 

. As with induced demand, the engineers have once again 
failed to comprehend that the way they design streets will have 
any impact on the way that people use them. By their logic, just 
as more lanes can't cause more driving, high-speed lanes can't 
cause high speeds. Ladies and gentlemen, allow me to introduce 
you to the second great misunderstanding that lies at the root of 
most urban degradation today: widening a city's streets in the 
name of safety is like distributing handguns to deter crime. 

Just in case you think I am making this up, let's turn to the 
calm analysis of Reid Ewing and Eric Dumbaugh, professors at 
the University of Maryland and Texas A&M, respectively. In 
thei~ 2009 study, "The Built Environment and Traffic Safety: A 
Review of Empirical Evidence," they assess the situation this way: 

Considered broadly, the fundamental shortcoming of 
conventional traffic safety theory is that it fails to ac
count for the moderating role of human behavior on 

- ------- ---- -------~~~~~~==~-.... 
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crash incidence. Decisions to ... widen specific road
ways to make them more forgiving are based on the as
sumption that in so doing, human behavior will remain 
unchanged. And it is precisely this assumption-that hu
man behavior can be treated as a constant, regardless of 
design-that accounts for the failure of conventional 
safety practice.4 

How costly is this failure? In another study, presented at the 
eightieth ann~al meeting of the Transportation Research Board, 
Rutgers professor Robert Noland calculated that increased lan~ 
widths could be blamed for approximately nine hundred addi
tional traffic fatalities per year. 5 

We can only hope that these studies eventually have an im
pact on thoroughfare engineering as it is. practiced i~ the typical 
American city. Currently, engineers still deny their stamp of 
approval to streets configured without "adequately" high de~ign 
speeds. "We're afraid of being sued,'' they say. Someday, I might 
get up the nerve to respond as follows: "Afraid? You should be. 
Now that we've publicly presented to you that narrower roads save 
lives, we are going to sue you when people die on your fat streets.'' 

There is some good news. Thanks to the labors of the Con
gress for the New Urbanism, a nonprofit focused on making 
more livable cities,• we have made a start in changing the stan
dards. The CNU teamed up with the Institute of Traffic En
gineers to create a new manual, Designing Walkable Urban 
Thoroughfares, that recommends street lanes of ten and eleven 
feet wide.6 With the imprimatur of the ITE, this book can now 
be waved at planning meetings in support of more reasonable 
standards. I just wish that "eleven" wasn't in there. 

•Full disclosure: I am a charter member of this organization, which over the past two 
decades has been laboring arduously in support of the ideals presented in this book. 
You can join us at cnu.org. 
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crash incidence. Decisions to ... widen specific road
ways to make them more forgiving are based on the as
sumption that in so doing, human behavior will remain 
unchanged. And it is precisely this assumption-that hu
man behavior can be treated as a constant, regardless of 
design-that accounts for the failure of conventional 

safety practice.4 

How costly is this failure? In another study, presented at the 
eightieth annual, meeting of the Transportation Research Board, 
Rutgers professor Robert Noland calculated that increased lane 
widths could be blamed for approximately nine hundred addi

tional traffic fatalities per year. 5 

We can only hope that these studies eventually have an im
pact on thoroughfare engineering as it is practiced in the typical 
American city. Currently, engineers still deny their stamp of 
approval to streets configured without "adequately" high design 
speeds. "We're afraid of being sued," they say. Someday, I might 
get up the nerve to respond as follows: "Afraid? You should be. 
Now that we've publicly presented to you that narrower roads save 
lives, we are going to sue you when people die on your fat streets." 

There is some good news. Thanks to the labors of the Con
gress for the New Urbanism, a nonprofit focused on making 
more livable cities,° we have made a start in changing the stan
dards. The CNU teamed up with the Institute of Traffic En
gineers to create a new manual, Designing Walkable Urban 
Thoroughfares, that recommends street lanes of ten and eleven 
feet wide.6 With the imprimatur of the ITE, this book can now 
be waved at planning meetings in support of more reasonable 
standards. I just wish that "eleven" wasn't in there. 

9 Full disclosure: I am a charter member of this organization, which over the past two 
decades has been laboring arduously in support of the ideals presented in this book. 

You can join us at cnu.org. 
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Another cause for hope is the growing "20's Plenty for Us" 
movement that, having taken the United Kingdom by storm 
~s just beginning to win followers in the United States. Recogniz~ 
mg that only 5 percent of pedestrian collisions at twenty miles 
per hour result in death, versus 85 percent at forty mph,7 the Brit
i~~ have introduced twenty-mph speed limits in many of their 
cit~es. ~here are currently more than eighty "20's Plenty" cam
paigns m the UK, and about twenty-five British jurisdictions 
with a combined population of over 6 million, have committed t~ 
a twenty-mph speed limit in residential areas. In June 2011, the 
European Union Transport Committee recommended such a 
rule fo: the entire continent. 8 It is easy to imagine twenty mph 
becommg a standard throughout Europe in the near future. 

0~ this side of the pond, Hoboken, New Jersey, may be the 
first city to have instituted a "20's Plenty" campaign. Unfortu
nat:ly, ~n true Jersey fashion, the twenty is just a suggestion, 
while higher official speed limits remain in place. As I write this, 
New York City is pioneering some legitimate twenty-mph zones. 
These developments are important-but not as an end in them
s~lves. As any London pedestrian will tell you, a twenty-mph 
sign does not a twenty-mph driver make. Most motorists drive 
the. speed at which they feel comfortable, which is the speed to 
which the road has been engineered. "20's Plenty" is most useful 
as a. first step to slower design speeds. Once twenty-mph zones 
proliferate, we may finally be able to convince the engineers to 
design twenty-mph streets.° 

KEEP IT COMPLICATED 

Narrower lanes are not the only way to slow traffic down. Each 
and every aspect of the built environment sends its own cue to 

•As .you might ex?e~t, this is far from likely, for the reasons already discussed. Most 
engme~rs would 1~s1st that streets posted with a twenty-mph speed limit be laid out 
accordmg to a design speed of twenty-five or thirty mph so that speeders are "safe." 
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drivers and too many of those cues say "speed up.'' Most of them, 
unfortunately, are the law. Two more that deserve our attention 
are intersection geometry and sight triangles. 

Recently, my wife and I took a road trip to Philadelphia. It 
was our first weekend alone without the two kids, and we were 
determined to make it count. The first stop, about a mile south 
of the Liberty Bell, was the intersection of Ninth Street and 
Passyunk Avenue. Fast-food aficionados will recognize this ad
dress as the location of Geno's Steaks and Pat's King of Steaks, 
the two oversized food stands that have been duking it out for 
decades over th~ title of Best Philly Cheesesteak. 

I had heard about the cheesesteak duel, but I was not aware 
of the odd urban condition that surrounds it. As befits their em
battled circumstances, the two restaurants sit nose-to-nose on 
opposing flatiron lots, like two skinny slices of pie, framed by two 
streets that cross in a sharp thirty-degree X. Pat's points north, 
directly at Geno's pointing south. With all their flashy signage, 
they look like two casino yachts playing a game of chicken. 

For me, the question wasn't which sandwich was better (my 
vote goes to Pat's"). Rather, the question was: After all the cheese
steaks these two establishments had undoubtedly served to 
traffic engineers throughout the years, why is it still illegal in 
most of America to intersect two streets at a thirty-degree angle? 

Observing the intersection at work, it would be hard to 
imagine a safer scene. First, there were the snaking lines of cus
tomers that made their way right into the street. We planners 
call this "human traffic calming" -as opposed to "human speed 
bumps," another common phenomenon-and the traffic was 
further slowed by all the cars pulling in for curbside pickups. But 
even without this confusion-we returned when the crowds had 
abated-the simple fact was that nobody drove dangerously 
through this intersection, precisely because the intersection felt 
dangerous. 

"Thanks mostly to Geno's xenophobic political displays. 
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Welcome to the world of risk homeostasis, a very real place 
that exists well outside the blinkered gaze of the traffic engineering 
profession. Risk homeostasis describes how people automatically 
adjust their behavior to maintain a comfortable level of risk. It 
explains why poisoning deaths went up after childproof caps 
were introduced-people stopped hiding their medicines-and 
why the deadliest intersections in America are typically the ones 
you can navigate with one finger on the steering wheel and a 
cellphone at your ear. 9 

The best risk-homeostasis story comes from Sweden, a na
tion that is obsessed with traffic safety. If you look at the bar 
chart of Swedish traffic fatalities through the years, most of what 
you see is not surprising. There is the rise in deaths into the six
ties, the decline as seatbelts are introduced, the leveling off in 
the eighties, and then a further decline as airbags become stan
dard equipment. But, wait a minute, what happened in 1967? In 
a single year, fatalities dropped from more than thirteen hun
dred to fewer than eleven hundred, a decline of 17 percent. It 
turns out that, on March 9, 1967, Sweden switched from driving 
on the left-hand side of the road to driving on the right-hand 
side of the road.10 

As might be expected, everyone was quite worried about this 
transition. The steering wheels were on the wrong side of the 
cars, a ton of signals and signs all had to be moved at once, and 
the government feared a bloodbath. But, precisely because people 
were scared, car crashes dropped precipitously, and didn't return 
to the prior level until 1970. 

The lesson from this experience is clear: if you value the lives 
of your countrymen, you should switch sides of the road every 
three years. Since that is unlikely to win popular support, let's 
turn to the larger lesson: the safest roads are those that feel the 
least safe, demanding more attention from drivers. 

This lesson has yet to crack through the ossified shell of the 
mainstream traffic engineering profession. In most cities, inter
sections are required to meet at ninety degrees or close to it. 
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Staggered intersections, great for slowing speeds, are strictly for
bidden. Five-ways, common in older places, are also off the ta
ble. My house sits on just such a crazy intersection, and in three 
years we have yet to witness a crash. Actually, we have: about 
once a season, on the perfect ninety-degree intersection a block 
away. 

The shape of the intersection is half the story. The other half 
is the visibility at that intersection, and the second rule that foils 
the best attempts of city planners to make memorable places: the 
sight-triangle re<],uirement. This standard ma~da~es that. a~l ver
tical objects such as buildings and trees mamtam a mm1mum 
distance from street corners, so that drivers can see around them. 
Such a requirement makes perfect sense in a world in which de
sign can't affect behavior. But on planet Earth, it causes speed
ing at intersections. 

Many of the best places in America, with leafy, well-shaped 
public spaces, violate the sight-triangle requirement.• Many of 
these places are located in those very cities that enforce sight 
triangles on all new construction. Luckily, each jurisdiction has 
the right to enforce its own sight-triangle rules. While they are 
hard to throw out entirely, they can often be rejiggered to the 
point where they do no harm. Hint: it all comes down to how you 
measure the triangle. 

THE SAFETY APOTHEOSIS 

If greater perceived danger leads to safer driving, how do you 
make the safest streets in the world? That question was probably 
best answered by Hans Monderman (1945-2008), the Dutch 
traffic engineer who pioneered two wonderful and interrelated 

•see The Boulevard Book by Alan Jacobs for a thorough discussion of how sight
triangle requirements make great streets illegal. In one trenchant drawing, Jacobs 
demonstrates how applying the American standard would wipe out one-third of the 
trees on Barcelona's gorgeous Passeig de Gracia (118-19). 
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concepts: naked streets and shared space. While not appropriate 
everywhere, these techniques have a lot to teach us as we work 
to improve our cities. 

Naked streets refers to the concept of stripping a roadway 
of its signage-all of it, including stop signs, signals, and even 
stripes. Far from creating mayhem, this approach appears to have 
lowered crash rates wherever it has been tried. Following Mon
derman's advice, the Danish town of Christiansfeld removed all 
signs and signals from its main intersection, and watched the 
number of serious accidents each year fall from three to zero. 
The British county of Wiltshire, home to Stonehenge, pulled the 
centerline off a narrow street, and witnessed a 35 percent drop 
in the number of collisions.11 Drivers passed oncoming cars at a 
40 percent greater distance than on a striped street, even though 
the striped roadway was wider.12 

Monderman described his approach this way: "The trouble 
with traffic engineers is that when there's a problem with a road, 
they always try to add something. To my mind, it's much better 
to remove things."13 This makes particular sense in the Nether
lands, where there is a tradition of reticent roadways-you are 
unlikely to see a stop sign there14-but the idea has also spread 
to Austria, France, Germany, Spain, and Sweden.15 

Naked streets are also beginning to appear in the United 
States, typically in conjunction with Monderman's other big idea, 
shared space. In some ways, shared space is simply the extension 
of the naked streets concept to include the elimination of physi
cal cues and barriers as well, such as curbs and distinct materials 
for streets and sidewalks. The goal is to create an environment of 
such utter ambiguity that cars, bicyclists, and pedestrians all 
come together in one big mixing bowl of humanity. 

As David Owen notes, "This sounds to many people like a 
formula for disaster." Not so: "The clear experience in the (mafoly) 
European cities that have tried it has been that increasing the 
ambiguity of urban road spaces actually lowers car speeds, re-
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duces accident rates, and improves the lives of pedestrians."16 In 
Monderman's terms, "Chaos equals cooperation."17 

Monderman was a man with the courage of his convictions. 
One of his favorite tricks with television reporters was to speak 
to them while standing in front of a shared-space intersection he 
had built in the Dutch village of Oosterwolde. Without missing 
a beat, he would blindly walk backward into the flow of traffic, 
parting it like the Red Sea.18 

America has no shared-space examples as pure as Monder
man's, but one of the first attempts can be found on Espanola 
Way in Miami Beach-just two blocks from the street that was 
unnecessarily widened a few pages ago. In good political fashion, 
the city asked the street's neighbors to participate ih the rede
sign of one of its key intersections, unaware that the neighbor
hood was infested with urban designers just back from Europe. 
"No curbs," we said. "Just pave it with bricks from building face 
to building face." Completed around 2000, Espanola Plaza works 
just fine, albeit with fairly low car counts. When the traffic engi
neers come to their senses, we will see Shared Streets begin to 
proliferate in the United States. 

THE ONE-WAY EPIDEMIC 

In 1918, a flu pandemic killed more than 75 million people 
worldwide. Almost exactly fifty years later, the United States was 
hit by another epidemic that, while less harmful to humans, laid 
waste to city after city from coast to coast. I am talking, of course, 
about the wholesale replacement in downtowns of two-way traf
fic with one-way traffic, a plight that few American cities es
caped. Its impacts were profound, and haunt us to this day. 

The logic was simple enough: to stay competitive in the face of 
suburban out-migration, cities needed to retool themselves around 
the goal of moving suburbanites in and out of the downtown 
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quickly. One part of this effort-the obvious part-involved 
building elevated interstates, with the near-suicidal outcomes 
that have been well documented. The other part, less discussed, 
involved the remaking of downtown street networks around free
:Howing systems of one-way pairs. By replacing two-ways with 
one-ways, cities were able to introduce synchronized signals and 
eliminate the slowdowns caused by left turns across traffic. 

Like the interstates, these retrofitted streets were indeed ef
fective at speeding commuters, enough so that there was no lon
ger any reason to live downtown. They also turned what had once 
been a great urban asset-the public realm-into little more 
than a collection of surface freeways. Thoroughfares that once 
held cars, pedestrians, businesses, and street trees became toxic 
to all but the first. Freed of other uses, they effectively turned 
into automotive sewers.19 

We have already discussed how multilane streets contribute 
to antipedestrian driving. Add to that the elimination of all fric
tion from cars headed in the opposite direction and the sheer 
momentum represented by two to four columns of unopposed 
traffic, and you can see why these streets quickly depopulated. It 
is difficult to name a midsized or larger American city that was 
not damaged by this technique, whether it takes the form of a 
largely one-way network-Saint Louis, San Diego-or just a 
single one-way pair-Alexandria, Virginia; Cornelius, Oregon. 
Indeed, driving west from Portland to the Oregon coast, I wit
nessed how a single DOT had managed to send a good number 
of a state's Main Streets onto life support with this one trick. 

One-ways wreck downtown retail districts for reasons be
yond noxious driving, principally because they distribute vitality 
unevenly, and often in unexpected ways. They have been known 
to kill stores consigned to the morning path to work, since people 
do most of their shopping on the evening path home.° They also 

0 Just such a numbskull move devastated Calle Ocho, the main drag of Miami's Little 
Havana, in the seventies (Andres Duany, Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, and Jeff Speck, Sub
urban Nation, 16ln). 
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create a situation in which half the stores on cross-streets lose 
their retail visibility, being located over the shoulders of passing 
drivers. They intimidate out-of-towners, who are afraid of be
coming lost, and they frustrate locals, who are annoyed by all 
the circular motions and additional traffic lights they must pass 
through to reach their destinations. 

Indeed, these looping motions call deeply into question the 
presumed greater efficiency of one-way systems. Sure, they move 
vehicles faster, but does that greater speed make up for the ad
ditional distances that motorists have to travel ... especially lost 
motorists? Whiie there are plenty of studies documenting the 
congestion-busting efficacy of one-ways, I have yet to see one 
that factors in the marginal congestion caused by circling. 

I was reminded of this fact on my first visit to Lowell, Mas
sachusetts, on the day I was hired to work on their downtown. 
After twenty minutes spent lost-despite Google Maps-I finally 
had to call the deputy city manager, who talked me in for a land
ing. For a city planner with what I thought was a well-calibrated 
internal compass, this was a profound embarrassment. Later, as I 
got to know the city, I began to feel a bit better. The superimpo
sition of a one-way network on Lowell's cranky preindustrial 
grid, interrupted by canals and rivers, had created one of the 
most discombobulating street networks in America. In my even
tual report, I took great pleasure in documenting how the drive 
from the Memorial Auditorium to its designated parking lot, a 
mere two hundred yards away, required a looping five-turn odys
sey of more than a mile. 

At this point, some astute readers will be asking about Port
land: it has a one-way grid and it's doing great. What gives? 
Portland adds a major caveat to this discussion: if the grids are 
simple and the blocks small, corresponding to a dense network 
of fairly tiny streets, then one-way systems can function quite 
well-picture most of the residential cross-streets in Manhattan. 
But Portland has a number of one-ways that are simply too big 
to invite walking, and so does Seattle, another small-block gem. 
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When the streets get more than two lanes wide, it takes some 
pretty tall buildings to make them feel comfortable, buildings 
that most American cities don't have. 

Take Savannah. In 1969, a one-way system was applied to 
many of the north-south streets in Oglethorpe's delicate grid. 
Most still remain, and create perhaps the only significant impedi
ment to pleasurably strolling this otherwise eminently walkable 
city. Recognizing this problem, the city government commis
sioned the architect Christian Sottile to study what happened 
to just one thoroughfare, East Broad Street, when it became a 
speedway. He dug into the tax rolls and counted the number of 
active (taxpaying) addresses located along the street in 1968 and 
then a few years later. He learned that, as a result of its conver
sion, the street lost almost two-thirds of these addresses. 20 

Happily, there's a Rip side to that story. Worried about speed
ing as it built a new elementary school, the city returned East 
Broad Street to two-way. In short order, the number of active ad
dresses shot up by 50 percent. 21 

Savannah's experience is not alone. Based on a few well
publicized successes, dozens of American cities are beginning 
to revert their one-way systems back to two-way traffic. These 
include Oklahoma City, Miami, Dallas, Minneapolis, Charleston, 
Berkeley22 

.•• and, soon, Lowell. Perhaps the best documented 
of recent reversions was accomplished in Vancouver, Washing
ton. As told by Alan Ehrenhalt in Governing magazine, Van
couver had "spent millions of dollars trying to revitalize its 
downtown," but these investments "did nothing for Main Street 
itself. Through most of this decade the street remained as dreary 
as ever."23 He continues: 

Then, a year ago, the city council tried a new strategy. 
Rather than wait for the $14 million more in state and 
federal money it was planning to spend on projects on 
and around Main Street, it opted for something much 
simpler. It painted yellow lines in the middle of the road, 
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took down some signs and put up others, and installed 
some new traffic lights. In other words, it took a one-way 
street and opened it up to two-way traffic. The mer
chants on Main Street had high hopes for this change. 
But none of them were prepared for what actually hap
pened following the changeover on November 16, 2008. 
In the midst of a severe recession, Main Street in Van
couver seemed to come back to life almost overnight. 24 

The success has continued, and business owners remain ecstatic. 
Twice as many cars drive past their businesses each day and 
the once-feared traffic congestion has never occurred. Now the 
head of Vancouver's Downtown Association, Rebecca Ocken, has 
some planning advice for other cities: "One-way streets should not 
be allowed in prime downtown retail areas. We've proven that."25 

For small and midsized cities like Vancouver (population 
162,000), she is almost certainly right. For larger cities, it de
pends. I, for one, am not about to revert Manhattan's Columbus 
and Amsterdam Avenues back to two-way traffic, but it's fair to 
say that New York would be an even more walkable place if that 
change were made. Bottom line: if your downtown lacks vitality 
and it's got one-ways, it's probably time for a change. 

SACRED SIDEWALKS 

Now that we are almost done talking about pedestrian safety, 
maybe it is time to actually discuss where pedestrians spend most 
of their time. I have avoided the subject until now, because side
walk design has almost nothing to do with pedestrian safety. 
Pedestrian advocates always fight for wider sidewalks, but that's 
largely irrelevant. Some of America's most walkable cities have 
some of the narrowest sidewalks-picture Charleston, Cambridge, 
or Georgetown. In New Orleans's French Quarter, sidewalks are 
seven feet across. 
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What makes a sidewalk safe is not its width, but whether it is 
protected by a line of parked cars that form a barrier of steel 
between the pedestrian and the roadway. Have you ever tried 
sidewalk dining on a sidewalk without curbside parking? Those 
sorry little table installations rarely last long. Whether they are 
two feet away or ten feet away, nobody wants to sit-or walk
directly against a line of cars traveling at sixty feet per second. 
On-street parking also slows traffic down, since drivers are wary 
of other cars potentially pulling into the roadway. 26 

Few sidewalks without parking entice walking, yet cities rou
tinely eliminate it in the name of traffic flow, beautification, and, 
more recently, security. Many curbs in Oklahoma City have lost 
their parking spaces based on the assumption that terrorist 
bombers are afraid of getting a parking ticket. This line of rea
soning is so patently ridiculous that it has been embraced by the 
federal government.• Fortunately, at least local leadership has 
shown a capacity for reform: our new plan for OKC's central 
business district more than doubles the number of on-street 
parking spaces-from fewer than eight hundred to more than 
sixteen hundred. According to the National Trust's Main Street 
Center program, each eliminated on-street parking space costs 
an adjacent business ten thousand dollars each year in sales. If 
the inverse is true, we've just made Oklahoma City merchants 
$9 million richer every year. 

The latest enemies of on-street parking to make the scene 
are two erstwhile friends: bikeways and transit lines. Stripping a 
sidewalk of its protection in order to add bike lanes is just sacri
ficing one form of nonmotorized transportation for another. And 
since transit depends on walkability for its success, any trolley 
system that undermines pedestrian comfort is shooting itself in 
the foot. If they are truly to offer an alternative to the automobile, 
bikes and trolleys must displace moving cars, not parked ones. 

•As in many American cities, it is the curbs in front of federally owned buildings that 
have seen the greatest application of antiterrorist parking bans. 
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Can trees and landscape make up for an absence of curb 
parking? Not completely, unless you are willing ~o b~ild big, 
chunky planter boxes like those found on Chicago s State 
Street-and, even then, cars are likely to drive too fast. Trees are 
typically essential, however, for pedestrian comfort, as I will 
cover in Step 8, and they do slow drivers down a bit. They can 
also stop a car that has hopped the curb. For that reason, the saf
est sidewalks are lined by both parked cars and trees.° 

The other great threat to pedestrians on sidewalks, beyond 
cars that jump the curb, is cars that are welcomed across it by 
drop-offs and drive..1thrus. In the interest of driver convenience, 
most American cities handed out curb cuts in the seventies like 
candy at Halloween, to banks, restaurants, dry cleaners, hotels ... 
anyone who asked. These now send a very clear message to pe
destrians that the sidewalk does not belong to them. 

Many of these can now be eliminated. If a city has rear al
leys, there is no justification for providing businesses additional 
access at the curb. Without alleys, there are still remedies. Most 
bank drive-thrus-often three and four lanes wide-can be 
necked down at the sidewalk, to widen beyond it. Indeed, with 

•one fun battle that has been raging lately is the dispute between head-in and back-in 
angled parking. Many cities include business districts where the widt~ of pa~ement is 
appropriate for angled parking. The recent trad'.tion has b~e~ for this parkmg to be 
nose-to-the-curb although, historically, many Mam Streets did 1t the other way around. 
Enter the traffic engineers, and somebody's discovery that back-in p~rking is actu.ally 
safer than head-in and a new movement is born. Now dozens of Mam Streets nat10n
wide have reintroduced baclv-in parking-including Charlotte, Honolulu, Indianapolis, 
New York, Seattle, Tucson, and Washington-and accidents are down, especially those 
involving bikes. Tucson, for example, averaged about one bicycle-car crash p~r w~ek 
before converting from head-in to rear-in parking. Now, more than four years mto im
plementation, no such crashes have been reported (see brunswickme.org/backinpark 

ing.pdf). . . . b 
It is easy to see why. With back-in parking, the reverse mot10n 1s 1~to the ~ur., 

while head-in parking requires drivers to back into moving t~affic. Back-m.parkmg .1s 
also more convenient for loading and unloading. The only maior problem with back-m 
parking is that almost everybody hates it, mostly because they are not used to it. This 
was the case in Cedar Rapids, Iowa, where the typical public reaction was summed ~p 
in the online comment of one Brent B.: "Amazing, it only took the dum-dums on the city 
council three years to realize what an idiotic idea while those of us with common sense 
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the rise of online banking, many drive-thru lanes can just be 
eliminated. Whether or not businesses can be made to give up 
their current curb cuts, the best strategy now is to simply not 
allow any new ones. Even hotels, unless they are quite large, 
should be able to handle drop-offs easily at the curb, in the park
ing lane. In Philadelphia, we stayed at the 230-room Hotel Palo
mar, which welcomes all its cars this way. To be stingy with curb 
cuts, cities must be generous with small no-parking zones at 
places like hotels, where drop-offs occur continu~usly. 

SENSELESS SIGNALS 

In the last step, I mentioned the visible presence of taxis as one 
indicator of a city's walkability. Another reliable bellwether is the 
visible absence of push-button traffic signals. In my travels, it is 
almost always the cities with push-button crossings that need the 
most help. I remember when these were introduced during my 

knew it was stupid to begin with" (comment to Rick Smith, "Cedar Rapids Phasing Out 
Back-In Angle Parking," The Gazette, June 9, 2011). To his credit, one council member, 
Jerry McGrane, said that he had voted in support of back-in parking "for the entertain
ment value if nothing else" (ibid.). 

Back-in parking has also been implemented in some communities that are simply 
not ready for it. I mean this not intellectually, but urbanistically. If residents are not 
accustomed to parallel parking-which is more difficult than back-in-and if almost all 
local parking is head-in at strip malls, then reverse parking may just be too big a 
stretch. That was the case in Fremont, California, where back-in parking was discontin
ued after one year when 70 percent of poll respondents said they would be "less likely 
to stop" at retail shops with back-in parking (City of Fremont, City Council Agenda and 
Report, May 3, 2011). But take a look at Fremont: it's pure sprawl-217,000 residents 
without a single block of urban walkability. 

The best argument I have heard against back-in parking is that the exhaust fumes 
can be noxious to sidewalk dining. This point makes sense and needs to be taken into 
account when back-in parking districts are located. As suggested by Tucson, bike routes 
need to be considered as well, as cycle lanes behind head-in parking are basically sui
cidal. With those two cautions, I am happy leaving it up to the citizens. When asked, I 
usually put it this way: "Back-in parking works just fine in Washington. Are you better 
or worse drivers than we are?" 
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childhood, and they seemed at the time like a gift. Wow, I can 
actually control the traffic light. What power! But the truth is 
quite the opposite. Push-buttons almost always mean that the 
automobile dominates, as they are typically installed in conjunc
tion with a new signal timing in which crossing times are shorter 
and less frequent. Far from empowering walkers, the push but
ton turns them into second-class citizens; pedestrians should 
never have to ask for a light. 

It is fascinating to talk to blind people about push-button 
walk signals. They push the button and wait for a lull in the 
noise. But then they' can't tell if what they hear is a red light, or 
just a gap in the speedy traffic. The alternative are those annoy
ing chirping signals that now mark the pace of daily life in 
crunchy towns like Northampton, Massachusetts. These are un
necessary in a standard (non-push-button) crosswalk, where the 
visually impaired can hear and predict the direction of traffic. 

Another recent favorite among traffic planners is the "Barnes 
Dance" intersection, popularized in the United States by Den
ver's Henry Barnes, in which all pedestrians wait a full cycle for 
all cars to stop and then are briefly given free rein over the entire 
intersection-including diagonally. The Barnes Dance is a sexier 
version of the generic "dedicated-cycle" intersection, which lacks 
the diagonal paint job, but functions the same way. This system 
was introduced to avoid conflicts between turning vehicles and 
pedestrians in crosswalks, another example of"pedestrian safety" 
being used as an excuse to limit pedestrian convenience in the 
service of traffic flow. There are more than three hundred of these 
intersections in Japan, and they do make sense in places with 
pedestrian crowding, like Manhattan's Union Square. But there 
is no pedestrian crowding in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania, which is 
why I have an impressive photo collection of dedicated-cycle jay
walkers. Smaller cities need to be aware that some big-city best 
practices just aren't made for them. 

What makes dedicated-cycle intersections so frustrating to 
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pedestrians is the likelihood that they will have to stand still at 
almost every street they cross. Experienced Manhattan walkers 
will confirm that, in a true grid with standard signals, it is possi
ble to cover huge swaths of a city without stopping once. Most 
pedestrian routes are not due north-south or east-west, but di
agonal, and every intersection provides the opportunity to cross 
in one direction at all times. Walkers like to keep walking and 
dedicated signals kill the momentum. 

Denver has recently eliminated its diagonal Barnes Dances 
due to the introduction of streetcars, but it has kept its dedicated
crossing cycles and-in a horrible move-increased the length 
of each cycle from an already-too-long seventy-five seconds to 
ninety seconds.• The city claims that this change is partly due to 
a federal recalibration of pedestrian speed downwards from 4 
feet per second to 3.5 feet per second (as Americans become fat
ter and slower targets). But do the math: it takes 9 seconds to 
cross three driving lanes at the old, fast speed, and 10.3 seconds 
at the new, slow one. And you need 15 more seconds why? The 
clear winners, as usual, are the automobiles, which the city is 
afraid of inconveniencing with trolleys. Let's hope that the high 
altitude bestows superhuman patience on Denver's pedestrians. 

The other way that cities increase traffic How at the expense 
of pedestrians is with the "right on red" rule. God knows, I love 
this as a driver, but, as Jan Gehl puts it, "the widespread Ameri
can practice of allowing cars to 'turn right on red' at intersec
tions is unthinkable in cities that want to invite people to walk 
and bicycle."27 It is banned in the Netherlands.28 

Of course, the obligatory right-on-green is even more dan
gerous to pedestrians-and left-on-green worse than that29-

"The ideal signal cycle timing is almost always sixty seconds or less. Longer signal cy
cles have long been favored by traffic engineers, who calculate that these contribute to 
system throughput. However, their calculations ignore the associated negative impacts 
of the speeding and road rage that result from drivers having to wait inordinately long 
times at stoplights, not to mention the jaywalking accidents. 
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since the driver is being told to go. One recent safety innovation, 
just implemented in Washington, D.C., is the leading pedestrian 
interval, or LPI, better known as the "pedestrian head start." 
With the LPI, the "walk" signal appears about three seconds 
prior to the green light, allowing pedestrians to claim the inter
section before cars do. This is the ideal form of walkability en
hancer, since it improves both pedestrian safety and pedestrian 
convenience, rather than pitting the two against each other. Mean
while, in Los Angeles, the city's bright idea for improving pedes
trian safety is to remove crosswalks.30 

Finally, though', with signals as with road design, the safest 
approach may turn out to be "less is more," as embodied in the 
four-way stop sign. What if, instead of simply telling drivers 
when to go, we asked them to think for themselves? Four-way 
stop signs, which require motorists to approach each intersection 
as a negotiation, turn out to be much safer than signals.31 Drivers 
slow down, but never have to wait for more than a few seconds, 
and pedestrians and bicyclists are generally waved through first.9 
Clearly, these are not possible on the busiest streets, but most 
cities have many intersections that would benefit from the re
moval of their signals in favor of stop signs. 

If stop signs are so much better than signals, why do signals 
still proliferate on local low-traffic streets? Indeed, why does the 
typical corner include not just a signal in each direction, but a 
distinct signal in each direction over every single lane of traffic, 
such that the typical urban four-lane intersection now bristles 
with a good dozen lights? In the sixties, one signal hanging over 
the middle of the crossing was enough. 

The answer may lie in who makes the rules. As director of 
the Davenport, Iowa, Design Center, Darrin Nordahl did a little 

"Indeed, four-way stops are in most cases a biker's dream, as they generally allow con
fident bikers to blow through intersection after intersection without even having to slow 
down. 
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digging, and found out that the firm the city hired to design its 
signalization regime was the same firm who then sold the city 
its signals. Enough said. 

Would most intersections be safer with one traffic signal 
rather than twelve? Maybe, maybe not. But many streets would be 
safer with four-way stop signs. And we could sure use the savings. 

STEP 6: WELCOME BIKES 
A better way to go; Amsterdam, Copenhagen, Portland, and other foreign 

cities; Hey! I'm bikin' here!; How safe is safe?; I run afoul of the vehicular 

cyclists; Bike lanes, separated paths, and shared routes; Advanced 

cycling; Don't get greedy 

Perhaps the greatest revolution currently under way in-only 
some-American cities is the dramatic rise in biking. This has 
not happened by accident. New York City recently saw a 35 per
cent jump in ridership in one year alone, thanks specifically to its 
strong commitment to an ever-improving bicycle network. Al
most every American city is currently well stocked with would
be bike riders who are only waiting for an invitation to hop on 
the saddle, and it is likely that those cities that invest now in 
(relatively inexpensive) biking infrastructure will have a mean
ingful advantage in attracting the next generation of new resi
dents. Millennials routinely cite biking as an important motivator 
in location choice, and today's seventeen-year-old is a third 
less likely to have a driver's license than a baby boomer was at 
that age. 

To anyone who lived in New York during the eighties, it 
might seem a bit odd to advocate for bicycles in a discussion of 
pedestrian safety. The only cyclists at that time were reckless 
messengers who broke every traffic law and took out pedestrians 
with alarming frequency. But visit the city now and it's hard to 
spot the messengers among the throngs of civilians, most of 
whom do a pretty good job of sticking to their newly minted bike 
lanes. 



PROLOGUE 

This is not the next great book on American cities. That book is 
not needed. An intellectual revolution is no longer necessary. 
What characterizes the discussion on cities these days is not a 
wrongheadedness or a lack of awareness about what needs to be 
done, but rather a complete disconnect between that awareness 
and the actions of those responsible for the physical form of our 
communities. 

We've known for three decades how to make livable cities
after forgetting for four-yet we've somehow not been able to pull 
it off. Jane Jacobs, who wrote in 1960, won over the planners by 
1980. But the planners have yet to win over the city. 

Certain large cities, yes. If you make your home in New York, 
Boston, Chicago, San Francisco, Portland, or in a handful of other 
speCial places, you can have some confidence that things are on 
the right track But these locations are the exceptions. In the small 
and midsized cities where most Americans spend their lives, the 
daily decisions oflocal officials are still, more often than not, mak
ing their lives worse. This is not bad planning but the absence of 
planning, or rather, decision-making disconnected from plan
ning. The planners were so wrong for so many years that now 
that they are mostly right, they are mostly ignored. 

But this book is not about the planning profession, nor is it 
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an argument for more planning per se. Instead, it is an attempt 
to simply delineate what is wrong with most American cities and 
how to fix it. This book is not about why cities work or how cities 
work, but about what works in cities. And what works best in the 
best cities is walkability. 

Walkability is both an end and a means, as well as a mea
sure. While the physical and social rewards of walking are many, 
walkability is perhaps most useful as it contributes to urban vi
tality and most meaningful as an indicator of that vitality. After 
several decades spent redesigning pieces of cities, trying to make 
them more livable and more successful, I have watched my focus 
narrow to this topic as the one issue that seems to both influence 
and embody most of the others. Get walkability right and so much 
of the rest will follow. 

This discussion is necessary because, since midcentury, 
whether intentionally or by accident, most American cities have 
effectively become no-walking zones. In the absence of any larger 
vision or mandate, city engineers-worshiping the twin gods of 
Smooth Traffic and Ample Parking-have turned our down
towns into places that are easy to get to but not worth arriving at. 
Outdated zoning and building codes, often imported from the 
suburbs, have matched the uninviting streetscape with equally 
antisocial private buildings, completing a public realm that is un
safe, uncomfortable, and just plain boring. As growing numbers 
of Americans opt for more urban lifestyles, they are often met 
with city centers that don't welcome their return. As a result, a 
small number of forward-thinking cities are gobbling up the lion's 
share of post-teen suburbanites and empty nesters with the where
withal to live wherever they want, while most midsized American 
cities go hungry. 

How can Providence, Grand Rapids, and Tacoma compete 
with Boston, Chicago, and Portland? Or, more realistically, how 
can these typical cities provide their citizens a quality of life that 
makes them want to stay? While there are many answers to that 
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question, perhaps none has been so thoroughly neglected as de
sign, and how a comprehensive collection of simple design fixes 
can reverse decades of counterproductive policies and practices 
and usher in a new era of street life in America. 

These fixes simply give pedestrians a fighting chance, while 
also embracing bikes, enhancing transit, and making downtown 
living attractive to a broader range of people. Most are not 
expensive-some require little more than yellow paint. Each one 
individually makes a difference; collectively, they can transform 
a city and the lh;es of its residents. 

Even New York and San Francisco still get some things wrong, 
but they will continue to poach the country's best and brightest 
unless our other, more normal cities can learn from their suc
cesses while avoiding their mistakes. We planners are counting 
on these typical places, because America will be finally ushered 
into "the urban century'' not by its few exceptions, but by a collec
tive movement among its everyday cities to do once again what 
cities do best, which is to bring people together-on foot. 
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As a city planner, I make plans for new places and I make plans 
for making old places better. Since the late eighties, I have worked 
on about seventy-five plans for cities, towns, and villages, new 
and old. About a third of these have been built or are well under 
way, which sounds pretty bad, but is actually a decent batting 
average in this game. This means that I have had my fair share of 
pleasant surprises as well as many opportunities to learn from my 
mistakes. 

In the middle of this work, I took four years off to lead the 
design division at the National Endowment for the Arts. In this 
job, I helped run a program called the Mayors' Institute on City 
Design, which puts city leaders together with designers for in
tensive planning sessions. Every two months, somewhere in the 
United States, we would gather eight mayors and eight designers, 
lock ourselves in a room for two days, and try to solve each mayor's 
most pressing city-planning challenge.• As might be imagined, 
working side by side with a couple hundred mayors, one mayor at 
a time, proved a greater design education than anything I have 
done before or since. 

"This program, now in its twenty-sixth year, has served nearly one thousand mayors, 
with dramatic results. More information can be found at micd.org. 
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I specialize in downtowns, and when I am hired to make a 
downtown plan, I like to move there with my family, preferably 
for at least a month. There are many reasons to move to a city 
while you plan it. First, it's more efficient in terms of travel and 
setting up meetings, something that can become very expensive. 
Second, it allows you to truly get to know a place, to memorize 
every building, street, and block. It also gives you the chance to 
get familiar with the locals over coffee, dinners in people's 
homes, drinks in neighborhood pubs, and during chance en
counters on the street. These nonmeeting meetings are when 
most of the real intelligence gets collected. 

These are all great reasons. But the main reason to spend 
time in a city is to live the life of a citizen. Shuttling between 
a hotel and a meeting facility is not what citizens do. They take 
their kids to school, drop by the dry cleaners, make their way to 
work, step out for lunch, hit the gym or pick up some groceries, 
get themselves home, and consider an evening stroll or an after
dinner beer. Friends from out of town drop in on the weekend 
and get taken out for a night on the main square. These are among 
the many normal things that nonplanners do, and I try to do 
them, too. 

A couple of years ago, while I was working on a plan for Low
ell, Massachusetts, some old high-school friends joined us for 
dinner on Merrimack Street, the heart of a lovely nineteenth
century downtown. Our group consisted of four adults, one tod
dler in a stroller, and my wife's very pregnant belly. Across the 
street from our restaurant, we waited for the light to change, lost 
in conversation. Maybe a minute passed before we saw the push
button signal request. So we pushed it. The conversation advanced 
for another minute or so. Finally, we gave up and jaywalked. 
About the same time, a car careened around the corner at per
haps forty-five miles per hour, on a street that had been widened 
to ease traffic. 

The resulting near-miss fortunately left no scars, but it will 
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not be forgotten. Stroller jaywalking is a surefire way to feel like 
a bad parent, especially when it goes awry. The only consola
tion this time was that I was in a position to do something 
about it. 

As I write these words, I am again on the road with my fam
ily, this time in Rome. Now the new baby is in a sling, and the 
toddler alternates between a stroller and his own two feet, de
pending on the terrain and his frame of mind. It is interesting 
to compare our experience in Rome with the one in Lowell, or, 
more to the poi:qt, the experience of walking in most American 
cities. 

Rome, at first glance, seems horribly inhospitable to pedes
trians. So many things are wrong. Half the streets are missing 
sidewalks, most intersections lack crosswalks, pavements are un
even and rutted, handicap ramps are largely absent. Hills are 
steep and frequent (I hear there are seven). And need I mention 
the drivers? 

Yet here we are among so many other pedestrians-tourists 
and locals alike-making our way around Trastevere ... on our 
toes, yes, but enjoying every minute of it. This anarchic obstacle 
course is somehow a magnet for walkers, recently selected by 
readers of Lonely Planet travel guides as one of the world's "Top 
Ten Walking Cities." Romans drive a fraction of the miles that 
Americans do. A friend of ours who came here to work in the 
U.S. embassy bought a car when he arrived, out of habit. Now it 
sits in his courtyard, a target for pigeons. 

This tumultuous urban landscape, which fails to meet any 
conventional American measure of "pedestrian friendliness," is a 
walker's paradise. So what's going on here? Certainly, in compet
ing for foot traffic, Anatole Broyard's "poem pressed into service 
as a city" began with certain advantages. The Lonely Planet 
ranking is likely more a function of spectacle than pedestrian 
comfort. But the same monuments, arranged in a more modern 
American way, would hardly compete. (Think Las Vegas, with its 
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Walk Score of 54°.) The main thing that makes Rome-and the 
other winners: Venice, Boston, San Francisco, Barcelona, Amster
dam, Prague, Paris, and New York-so walkable is what we plan
ners call "fabric," the everyday collection of streets, blocks, and 
buildings that tie the monuments together. Despite its many tech
nical failures, Rome's fabric is superb. 

Yet fabric is one of several key aspects of urban design that 
are missing from the walkability discussion in most places. This 
is because that discussion has largely been about creating ade
quate and attractive pedestrian facilities, rather than walkable 
cities. There is no shortage of literature on this subject and even 
a fledgling field of "walkability studies" that focuses on impedi
ments to pedestrian access and safety, mostly in the Toronto 
suburbs.• These efforts are helpful, but inadequate. The same 
goes for urban beautification programs, such as the famous "Five 
B's" of the eighties-bricks, banners, bandstands, bollards, and 
berms-that now grace many an abandoned downtown.1 

Lots of money and muscle have gone into improving side
walks, crossing signals, streetlights, and trash cans, but how im
portant are these things, ultimately, in convincing people to walk? 
If walking was just about creating safe pedestrian zones, then why 
did more than 150 Main Streets pedestrianized in the sixties and 
seventies fail almost immediately?2 Clearly, there is more to walk
ing than just making safe, pretty space for it. 

The pedestrian is an extremely fragile species, the canary in 
the coal mine of urban livability. Under the right conditions, this 
creature thrives and multiplies. But creating those conditions 
requires attention to a broad range of criteria, some more easily 
satisfied than others. Enumerating and understanding these cri
teria is a project for a lifetime-it has become mine-and is for
ever a work in progress. It is presumptuous to claim to have 

0 54 out of 100. See below for more on Walk Score. 
•see janeswalk.net. 
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figured it out, but since I have spent a lot of time trying, I reckon 
it is worth communicating what I have learned so far. Since it 
tries to explain so much, I call this discussion the General The
ory ofWalkability. 

The General Theory of Walkability explains how, to be fa
vored, a walk has to satisfy four main conditions: it must be use
ful, safe, comfortable, and interesting. Each of these qualities is 
essential and none alone is sufficient. Useful means that most 
aspects of daily life are located close at hand and organized in a 
way that walking serves them well. Safe means that the street 
has been designed to give pedestrians a fighting chance against 
being hit by automobiles; they must not only be safe but feel safe, 
which is even tougher to satisfy. Conifortable means that build
ings and landscape shape urban streets into "outdoor living 
rooms," in contrast to wide-open spaces, which usually fail to 
attract pedestrians. Interesting means that sidewalks are lined 
by unique buildings with friendly faces and that signs of human
ity abound. 

These four conditions are mostly a way of thinking about a 
series of specific rules that are further organized into what I call 
the Ten Steps of Walkability. These will be explored later. To
gether, I believe that they add up to a complete prescription for 
making our cities more walkable. 

But first, we must understand that the walkable city is not just 
a nice, idealistic notion. Rather, it is a simple, practical-minded 
solution to a host of complex problems that we face as a society, 
problems that daily undermine our nation's economic competi
tiveness, public welfare, and environmental sustainability. For that 
reason, this book is less a design treatise than an essential call to 
arms. Why we need walkability so badly is the subject of the next 
section. 



PART I 

WHY WALKABILITY? 



While battle was never declared, many American cities seem 
to have been made and remade with a mandate to defeat pe
destrians. Fattened roads, emaciated sidewalks, deleted trees, 
fry-pit drive-thrus, and ten-acre parking lots have reduced 
many of our streetscapes to auto zones in which pedestrian 
life is but a theoretical possibility. 

The causes of this transformation are sometimes surpris
ing. In Miami, for example, people wonder why intersections 
in residential neighborhoods are often so fat: two relatively 
narrow streets will meet in a sweeping expanse of asphalt that 
seems to take hours to walk across. The answer is that the 
firefighters' union once struck a deal that no truck would ever 
be sent out with fewer than four firemen on it. That's good for 
safety and even better for job security, but the only truck that 
seated four was the hook and ladder. So, for many years, one
story residential neighborhoods in Miami had to be designed 
around the lumbering turning radius of a truck built for tall
building fires.1 

The above anecdote is far from unusual in today's land
scape of disassociated professions and special interests that 
determine the shape of our communities. The modern world 
is full of experts who are paid to ignore criteria beyond their 
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professions. The school and parks departments will push for 
fewer, larger facilities, since these are easier to maintain-and 
show off. The public works department will insist that new 
neighborhoods be designed principally around snow and 
trash removal. The department of transportation will build 
new roads to ease traffic generated by the very sprawl that 
they cause. Each of these approaches may seem correct in a 
vacuum, but is wrong in a city. 

If they are to function properly, cities need to be planned 
by generalists, as they once were. Generalists understand that 
consolidating parks means that fewer people can walk to them. 
Generalists understand that infrastructure organized in ser
vice of big trucks is not always inviting to small people. And 
generalists, finally, are coming to understand that more lanes 
usually just lead to more traffic. 

Most significantly, generalists-such as planners and, one 
hopes, mayors-ask the big-picture questions that are so often 
forgotten among the day-to-day shuffle of city governance. 
Questions like: What kind of city will help us thrive econom
ically? What kind of city will keep our citizens not just safe, but 
healthy? What kind of city will be sustainable for generations 
to come? 

These three issues-wealth, health, and sustainability
are, not coincidentally, the three principal arguments for mak
ing our cities more walkable. 

WALKING, THE URBAN ADVANTAGE 

The walking generation; A demographic perfect storm; 

The walkability dividend 

Many of my client cities ask me the same question: "How can we 
attract corporations, citizens, and especially young, entrepreneur
ial talent?" In Grand Rapids, Michigan, where I am employed by 
the city's leading philanthropists, they ask it differently: "How 
can we keep our children from leaving? How can we keep our 
grandchildren from leaving?" 

The obvious answer is that cities need to provide the sort of 
environment that these people want. Surveys-as if we needed 
them-show how creative-class citizens, especially millennials, 
vastly favor communities with street life, the pedestrian culture 
that can only come from walkability. 

A lack of street life was one reason why the leadership at 
Wolverine World Wide, the manufacturers of Merrell and Pata
gonia Footwear, was having trouble keeping new creative work
ers from jumping ship from their suburban West Michigan 
headquarters. The problem was not the company, but the impres
sion among newly arrived spouses that they had no way to break 
into the social scene ... even though West Michiganders are 
known for their openness and hospitality. So what was going on? 
It turns out that this social scene could only be accessed by car 
and thus by invitation. With no pedestrian culture, there were 
no opportunities for the chance encounters that turn into friend
ships. 
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When it came time to launch a new apparel division, they 
decided to base it in Portland, Oregon. 

Since that time, Wolverine has set up a new innovation center 
along with three other top West Michigan companies in down
town Grand Rapids. According to Blake Krueger, Wolverine's 
president and CEO, the company needed "an urban hub that 
attracts and retains the millennial creative class. You need a vi
brant city heartbeat for these people. Downtown, they're in a 
more creative live/work/play environment than if they are stuck 
out here in suburbia." This facility now includes designers and 
product developers across a dozen different brands. 

For many companies, an urban satellite is not enough. Brand 
Muscle, formerly of leafy Beachwood, Ohio, recently relocated 
all of its 150 employees to downtown Cleveland, thanks in part 
to the desires of a largely twentysomething workforce. Now staffer 
Kristen Babjack brags about her urban lifestyle: "We can leave 
our apartment and walk five feet to a restaurant to get something 
to eat, or to go shopping. We have all of our arenas and sporting 
areas and concerts all in one pretty much walkable area."• Simi
lar stories are making the news in Saint Louis, Buffalo, and even 
in beleaguered Detroit. 

The economic advantage that has already begun to accrue to 
walkable places can be attributed to three key factors. First, for 
certain segments of the population, chief among them young "cre
atives," urban living is simply more appealing; many wouldn't be 
caught dead anywhere else. Second, massive demographic shifts 
occurring right now mean that these pro-urban segments of the 
population are becoming dominant, creating a spike in demand 
that is expected to last for decades. Third, the choice to live the 
walkable life generates considerable savings for these households, 

•David Barnett, "A Comeback for Downtown Cleveland." United Airlines just moved 
thirteen hundred of its employees to downtown Chicago from suburban Elk Grove 
Township, Illinois (Fran Spielman, "1300 More United Jobs Downtown''). 
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and much of these savings are spent locally. I will address each of 
these factors in turn. 

THE WALKING GENERATION 

When I worked for the town planning firm DPZ" in Miami in 
the nineties, everyone drove to the office, without exception. 
Taking transit or bicycling made no sense at all, as the buses took 
forever and the biking was worse than perilous. In more recent 
visits, I learned that a significant segment of the young designer 
workforce now bikes or rides the bus, even though the condi
tions for either are hardly better. 

These are the same folks who have put a composting bin in 
the office kitchen ... so are they just the exceptions to the rule? 

It turns out that since the late nineties, the share of automo
bile miles driven by Americans in their twenties has dropped 
from 20.8 percent to just 13.7 percent. And if one looks at teens, 
future shifts seem likely to be greater. The number of nineteen
year-olds who have opted out of earning driver's licenses has al
most tripled since the late seventies, from 8 percent to 23 percent.1 

This statistic is particularly meaningful when one considers how 
the American landscape has changed since the seventies, when 
most American teens could walk to school, to the store, and to 
the soccer field, in stark contrast to the realities of today's auto
centric sprawl. 

This trend began well before the recession of 2008 and sub
sequent fuel spikes, and is seen as cultural, not economic. Market 
researchers J. D. Power-hardly part of the anticar lobby
report that "online discussions by teens indicate shifts in percep
tions regarding the necessity of and desire to have cars."2 In 

"DPZ stands for Duany-Plater Zyberk & Company, the firm founded by Andres Duany 
and Elizabeth Plater-Zyberk, my coauthors on Suburban Nation. 
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"The Great Car Reset," Richard Florida observes: "Younger 
people today ... no longer see the car as a necessary expense or 
a source of personal freedom. In fact, it is increasingly just the 
opposite: not owning a car and not owning a house are seen by 
more and more as a path to greater flexibility, choice, and per
sonal autonomy."3 These driving trends are only a small part of a 
larger picture that has less to do with cars and more to do with 
cities, and specifically with how young professionals today view 
themselves in relation to the city, especially in comparison to 
previous generations. 

Born as the baby boom ended, I grew up watching three tele
vision shows almost daily: Gilligan's Island, The Brady Bunch, 
and The Partridge Family. While Gilligan's Island may have 
had little to say about urbanism, the other two were extremely 
instructive. They idealized the mid-twentieth-century suburban 
standard oflow-slung houses on leafy lots, surrounded by more of 
the same. This was normal and good. As a would-be architect, I 
was particularly susceptible to the charms of Mike Brady's self
built split-level. This is not to say that there were no urban shows 
on my television set. I saw a good amount of four: Dragnet, Man
nix, The Streets of San Francisco, and Hawaii 5-0-all focused 
on one subject: crime.• 

Now, contrast my experience growing up in the seventies 
with that of a child growing up in or around the nineties, watch
ing Seinfeld, Friends, and, eventually, Sex and the City. In these 
shows, the big city (in all cases New York) was lovingly portrayed 
as a largely benevolent and always interesting force, often a char
acter and coconspirator in its own right. The most urban of Amer
ican cities was the new normal, and certainly good. 

The first thing that I take away from this comparison is that 
I watched far too much television as a child. But the real point 

•To be fair, I also caught occasional episodes of The Honeymooners and The Lucille 
Ball Show, in which the city took the form of a vague, sooty presence outside the win
dow of a cramped apartment-unthreatening but also uninviting. The only memorable 
exception was The Mary Tyler Moore Show. We'll talk about her later. 
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here is that today's young professionals grew up in a mass cul
ture-of which TV was only one part-that has predisposed them 
to look favorably upon cities; indeed, to aspire to live in them. I 
grew up in the suburbs watching shows about the suburbs. They 
grew up in the suburbs watching shows about the city. My com
placency has been replaced by their longing. 

This group, the millennials, represent the biggest population 
bubble in fifty years. Sixty-four percent of college-educated mil
lennials choose first where they want to live, and only then do 
they look for a job.4 Fully 77 percent of them plan to live in Amer
ica's urban cores.5 

A DEMOGRAPHIC PERFECT STORM 

Meanwhile, the generation raised on Friends is not the only 
major cohort looking for new places to live. There's a larger one: 
the millennials' parents, the front-end boomers. They are citi
zens that every city wants-significant personal savings, no 
schoolkids. 

And according to Christopher Leinberger, the Brookings In
stitution economist who first brought my attention to the Brady 
Bunch/Friends phenomenon, empty nesters want walkability: 

At approximately 77 million Americans, they are fully 
one-quarter of the population. With the leading edge 
of the boomers now approaching sixty-five years old, the 
group is finding that their suburban houses are too big. 
Their child-rearing days are ending, and all those empty 
rooms have to be heated, cooled, and cleaned, and the 
unused backyard maintained. Suburban houses can be 
socially isolating, especially as aging eyes and slower re
flexes make driving everywhere less comfortable. Free
dom for many in this generation means living in walkable, 
accessible communities with convenient transit linkages 
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and good public services like libraries, cultural activities, 
and health care.6 

In the 1980s, my city-planning colleagues and I began hearing 
from sociologists about something called a NORC, a naturally 
occurring retirement community. Over the past decade, I have 
watched a growing number of my parents' generation abandon 
their large-lot houses to resettle in mixed-use urban centers. My 
own parents finally jumped ship last year, moving from leafy 
Belmont Hill, Massachusetts, to only-slightly-less-leafy but much 
more walkable Lexington Center. For them, that increased 
walkability means all the difference between an essentially 
housebound existence and what we all hope will be several de
cades of continued independence. 

On the cusp of their eighties, my parents could be consid
ered late adopters. But as pre-bomners, they represent a trickle of 
what is to become a torrent. Leinberger notes how, starting now, 
an average of 1.5 million Americans will be turning sixty-five 
every year, quadruple the rate of a decade ago.7 This rate will not 
begin to plateau until 2020 and we will not see it return to cur
rent levels until 2033. 

In combination with their independent children, these retir
ing boomers will numerically overwhelm those families of child
rearing age who typically prefer the suburbs. This upcoming 
convergence represents "the biggest demographic event since 
the baby boom itself."8 Of the 101 million new households ex
pected to take shape between now and 2025, fully 88 percent 
are projected to be childless. This is a dramatic change from 1970, 
when almost half of all households included children: These 
new adults-only households won't give a hoot about the quality of 

•Christopher B. Leinberger, The Option of Urbanism, 89-90. Leinberger's book is a 
central source for this section, as it lays out many of the arguments and statistics sur
rounding the demand for walkable cities. While 4 million Americans lived alone in 
1950, that number now tops 31 million (Nathan Heller, "The Disconnect," 110). Ac
cording to USA Today, there are now more households with dogs than children (Haya 
El Nasser, "In M;my Neighborhoods, Kids Are Only a Memory"). 
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local schools or the size of their backyards. "This fact will open 
up many possibilities," Leinberger observes. 9 

As that current statistical oddity, a parent of young children, 
I often advocate for stronger public schools and neighborhood 
parks to benefit families. I remind people that a community can
not fully thrive in the absence of any generational cohort, since 
we all support one another. I like to quote David Byrne: "If we 
can build a successful city for children, we can build a successful 
city for all people."10 This is true enough, but I am often reminded 
that I lived comfortably for a full decade in one of the most ex
treme exceptions to that rule, Miami's South Beach, where I 
could easily go for a month at a time without a stroller sighting. 
Not one adult in my neighborhood appeared to be between 
thirty-five and fifty-five, and none seemed (productively) fertile. 
Yet South Beach was and remains a great place physically, so
cially, and economically. Demographically speaking, South Beach 
is the future of many American cities. 

That seems to be the case in walkable Washington, D.C., 
where the past decade has seen a 23 percent uptick in the number 
of residents between twenty and thirty-four, simultaneous with 
an increased number of adults in their fifties and early sixties. 
Meanwhile, the number of children under fifteen has dropped 
by 20 percent.11 

Clearly, Leinberger is optimistic about the larger impact of 
these population trends on cities. Writing in Grist, he concludes 
that "meeting the pent-up demand for walkable urban develop
ment will take a generation. It will be a boon to the real estate 
industry and put a foundation under the American economy for 
decades, just as the construction of low-density suburbs did dur
ing the last half of the 20th century."12 Whether or not it can sal
vage our struggling economy, he makes a convincing case that 
people will be moving back to the city. 

The question that remains is: Will they be moving back to 
your city, or to someone else's? The answer may well lie in its 
walkability. 
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Christopher Leinberger was once the owner of Robert 
Charles Lesser & Co., the largest real estate advisory firm in the 
United States, which means that he helped to build a lot of 
sprawl. He is now convinced that much of suburbia is poised to 
become "The Next Slum."13 

In order to study real estate performance, Leinberger divides 
the American built environment into two categories: walkable 
urbanism and drivable sub-urbanism.• In the Detroit region, he 
finds that housing in walkable urbanism fetches a 40 percent price 
premium over similar housing in drivable sub-urbanism; in 
the Seattle region, that premium is 51 percent; in Denver, it's 
150 percent. New York City, unsurprisingly, tops the list at 
200 percent-that is to say, people are paying three times as 
much per square foot for apartments in walkable neighborhoods 
as for comparable suburban houses. In most markets, the demand 
for walkable urbanism dramatically outpaces the supply: in At
lanta, only 35 percent of poll respondents who want to live in a 
walkable urban place are able to find and afford it.14 

A similar dynamic can be found at work for commercial prop
erties. In Washington, D.C., walkable office space recently leased 
at a 27 percent premium over drivable suburban office space and 
had single-digit rather than double-digit vacancy rates. The Wall 
Street Journal has confirmed similar trends nationwide: while 
the suburban office vacancy rate has jumped 2.3 points since 
2005, occupancy in America's downtowns has held steady.15 

Looking at these numbers, Leinberger concludes: 

The metropolitan area that does not offer walkable ur
banism is probably destined to lose economic develop
ment opportunities; the creative class will gravitate to 

•These categories are slightly misleading, since walkable urbanism is still drivable, 
while drivable sub-urbanism is not walkable. Or, more accurately, in walkable urban
ism, driving remains a viable option for those people with disposable income and time 
to spend i11 traffic, while in drivable sub-urbanism, walking is a practice undertaken 
only by the least advantaged people with no choice. 
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those metro areas that offer multiple choices in living ar
rangements .... As consumer surveys in downtown Phil
adelphia and Detroit in 2006 have shown, this seems to 
be particularly true for the well-educated, who seem to 
have a predilection for living in walkable urban places.16 

This growing demand for pedestrian-friendly places is reflected 
in the runaway success of Walk Score, the website that calcu
lates neighborhood walkability. • It was started on a lark in 2007 
by Matt Lerner, Mike Mathieu, and Jesse Kocher, three partners 
in a software cdmpany with the incongruously automotive name 
of Front Seat. "I had heard a story on NPR about food miles in 
England-labeling food with how far it had to travel to get to 
you," Lerner told me recently, "and I thought, why not instead 
measure house miles: how many miles from your house you had 
to go for daily errands." 

Addresses are ranked in five categories, with a score of 50 
needed to cross the threshold from car dependent to somewhat 
walkable. Seventy points earns a very walkable ranking, and any
thing above 90 qualifies as a walker's paradise. San Francisco's 
Chinatown earns a 100, as does NYC's Tribeca, while Los Ange
les's Mulholland Drive rates a 9. South Beach in Miami gets a 
92. Nike's headquarters in Beaverton, Oregon, comes in at a car 
dependent 42, while the street address of the nationally acclaimed 
"Walking Guru" Leslie Sansone, of New Castle, Pennsylvania, 
has a Walk Score of 37. • 

•According to Lerner, once a crude version was up and running, "I emailed twenty 
people about the site, and we had 150,000 unique visitors the next day." Walk Score 
now serves up more than 4 million scores daily. 
•one of the fascinating things about Walk Score is how accurate it is, despite the fact 
t~at it cur~ently measures only one aspect of walkability: proximity to daily destina
tions. Specifically, the algorithm asks how far one is (as the crow flies) from nine differ
ent "amenity categories," including shopping, dining, coffee, parks, and schools. As will 
be discussed ahead, true walkability depends dramatically upon so many other factors 
that Walk Score doesn't measure-such as the size of the blocks and the speed of the 
cars-but its failure (so far) to measure these attributes doesn't hurt it too much due to 
a convenient coincidence: almost all of the places in America with many different uses 
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Tellingly, Walk Score has become a big hit with real estate 
agents. Driven by their demand, the Front Seat team has recently 
developed Walk Score Professional, a subscription site that al
ready boasts links from more than ten thousand other websites, 
most of them belonging to realtors. 

I spoke with one of these agents, Eva Otto, whose face adorns 
a testimonial on the Walk Score homepage. She is confident that 
"in a place like Seattle, walkability is the make or break for some 
buyers. It can add 5 to 10 percent to a person's willingness to pay 
for a house." For each property she handles, she places the Walk 
Score website amenity map inside the house in an obvious place. 
She comments that her buyers are increasingly aware of "how 
surprising and delightful your quality of life can be when you 
don't have to get into a car to go every place in your life besides 
hmne." 

If Walk Score is so useful in helping people decide where to 
live, then it can also help us determine how much they value 
walkability. Now that it has been around for a few years, some 
resourceful economists have had the opportunity to study the re
lationship between Walk Score and real estate value, and they 

in close proximity tend to possess smaller blocks and slower-speed traffic. Mixed uses 
and pedestrian-friendly streets are both part of one common model (the traditional 
urban neighborhood), while isolated uses and unwalkable streets constitute the other 
(sprawl). Where the algorithm begins to fail is in high-intensity, commercial edge cit
ies. Here, a preponderance of retail outlets cranks up the score, despite the fact that 
the only walking occurs in gigantic parking lots. For this reason, sprawl poster child 
Tysons Corner, Virginia-straight from the cover of Joel Garreau's book Edge City
earns an impressive 87. This puts it two points ahead of my own U Street neighbor
hood in Washington, D.C., even though half my neighbors don't own cars and walk to 
everything. Living car-free in Tysons Corner, if not actually illegal, is still a preposter
ous concept. 

Happily, the developers are hard at work refining the algorithm. A new version 
called Street Smart impressively manages to take block size, street width, and vehicle 
speed into account. This new version will eventually replace the original one-perhaps 
by the time you are reading this. But Lerner and his team are wary of moving too 
quickly: "When we make the change over to Street Smart, a lot of people's scores will 
change, so we want to have a long beta period to work out any issues." 
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have put a price on it: five hundred to three thousand dollars per 
point. 

In his white paper for CEOs for Cities, "Walking the Walk: 
How Walkability Raises Home Values in U.S. Cities," Joe Cort
right looked at data for ninety thousand distinct home sales 
in fifteen markets nationwide, places like Chicago, Dallas, and 
Jacksonville. After controlling for all other factors that are known 
to impact house price, he found a clear positive correlation in all 
but two of those markets.° In a typical example, Charlotte, North 
Carolina, Cortright found that an increase in Walk Score from 
the metropolitan average of 54 (somewhat walkable) to 71 (very 
walkable) correlated with an increase in average house price 
from $280,000 to $314,000.17 That's two thousand dollars per 
point, or two hundred thousand dollars across the full scale. In
terestingly, two hundred thousand dollars is about the minimum 
price you can pay for an empty buildable lot in the more walk
able parts of Washington, D.C. 

Of course, it's generally useful to back up the data by asking 
real humans what they want. The market-research firm Belden 
Russonello & Stewart polled several thousand American adults 
for the National Association of Realtors, and found the following: 
"When selecting a community, nearly half of the public (47 per
cent) would prefer to live in a city or a suburban neighborhood 
with a mix of houses, shops, and businesses .... Only one in ten 
say they would prefer a suburban neighborhood with houses 
only."18 Given that the vast majority of the American built envi
ronment is currently the latter, it is no surprise that the demand 

9 The outliers were Las Vegas and Bakersfield, California, two cities almost entirely 
lacldng in traditional urbanism (Cortright, "Walking the Walk,'' 2). In a more recent 
study of the Washington, D.C., region, Chris Leinberger and Mariela Alfonzo found a 
p.ositive correlation across all market segments. Referring to Walk Score's five catego
nes, they state that "each step up the walkability ladder adds $9 per square foot to an
nual office rents, $7 per square foot to retail rents, more than $300 per month to 
apartment rents, and nearly $82 per square foot to home values" (Christopher B. Lein
berger, "Now Coveted: A Walkable, Convenient Place"). 
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for walkable urbanism already outpaces the supply. This dispar
ity is only going to get bigger. 

THE WALKABILITY DIVIDEND 

In 2007, Joe Cortright, the fellow responsible for the Walk Score 
value study cited above, published a report called "Portland's 
Green Dividend;' in which he asked the question: What does Port
land get for being walkable? Quite a lot, it turns out. 

To set the stage, we should describe what makes Portland 
different. Clearly, it is not Manhattan. It is not particularly big or 
particularly small and its residential density, by American stan
dards, is pretty normal. It has attracted a good amount of indus
try lately, but has shown no great historical predisposition to do 
so, nor is it gifted with mineral wealth. It rains a lot in Portland 
and, interestingly, locals pride themselves on not using umbrel
las. Perhaps most fascinating is the way that Portlanders refuse 
to disobey DON'T WALK signs, even if it's 1:00 a.m. on a tiny two
lane street swathed in utter silence ... and even if a blithe east
coaster is striding happily into the intersection (I'm not naming 
names here). 

But what really makes Portland unusual is how it has chosen 
to grow. While most American cities were building more high
ways, Portland invested in transit and biking. While most cities 
were reaming out their roadways to speed traffic, Portland im
plemented a Skinny Streets program. While most American cit
ies were amassing a spare tire of undifferentiated sprawl, Portland 
instituted an urban growth boundary. These efforts and others 
like them, over several decades-a blink of the eye in planner 
time-have changed the way that Portlanders live.• 

•To be accurate, Portland has not been spared its spare tire of sprawl. But thanks to the 
urban growth boundary, this area is smaller and more contiguous than it would have 
been otherwise. 
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This change is not dramatic-were it not for the roving hordes 
of bicyclists, it might be invisible-but it is significant. While al
most every other American city has seen its residents drive far
ther and farther every year and spend more and more of their 
time stuck in traffic, Portland's vehicle miles traveled per person 
peaked in 1996. Now, compared to other major metropolitan 
areas, Portlanders on average drive 20 percent less.19 

Small change? Not really: according to Cortright, this 20 
percent (four miles per citizen per day) adds up to $1.1 billion of 
savings each year, which equals fully 1.5 percent of all personal 
income earned ih the region. And that number ignores time not 
wasted in traffic: peak travel times have actually fallen from 54 
minutes per day to 43 minutes per day. 2° Cortright calculates 
this improvement at another $1.5 billion. Add those two dollar 
amounts together and you're talking real money. 

What happens to these savings? Portland is reputed to have 
the most independent bookstores per capita and the most roof 
racks per capita. The city is also said to have the most strip clubs 
per capita. These claims are all exaggerations, but they reflect a 
documented above-average consumption of recreation of all kinds. 
Portland has more restaurants per capita than all other large 
cities except Seattle and San Francisco. Oregonians also spend 
considerably more than most Americans on alcohol, 21 which 
could be a good thing or a bad thing, but in any case makes you 
glad they are driving less. 

More significantly, whatever they are used for, these savings 
are more likely to stay local than if spent on driving. Almost 85 
percent of money expended on cars and gas leaves the local 
economy22-much of it, of course, bound for the pockets of 
Middle Eastern princes. A significant amount of the money saved 
probably goes into housing, since that is a national tendency: fami
lies that spend less on transportation spend more on their homes, 23 

which is, of course, about as local as it gets. 
The housing and driving connection is an important one, 
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and has been the subject of much recent study, especially since 
transportation costs have skyrocketed. While transportation 
used to absorb only one-tenth of a typical family's budget (1960), 
it now consumes more than one in five dollars spent.• All told, 
the average American family now spends about $14,000 per year 
driving multiple cars.24 By this measure, this family works from 
January 1 until April 13 just to pay for its cars. Remarkably, the 
typical "working" family, with an income of $20,000 to $50,000, 
pays more for transportation than for housing. 25 

This circumstance exists because the typical American work
ing family now lives in suburbia, where the practice of drive-'til
you-qualify reigns supreme. Families of limited means move 
farther and farther away from city centers in order to find hous
ing that is cheap enough to meet bank lending requirements. 
Unfortunately, in doing so, they often find that driving costs 
outweigh any housing savings.26 This phenomenon was docu
mented in 2006, when gasoline averaged $2.86 per gallon. At that 
time, households in the auto zone were devoting roughly a quar
ter of their income to transportation, while those in walkable 
neighborhoods spent well under half that amount. 27 

No surprise, then, that as gasoline broke $4.00 per gallon 
and the housing bubble burst, the epicenter of foreclosures oc
curred at the urban periphery, "places that required families 
to have a fleet of cars in order to participate in society, draining 
their mortgage carrying capacity," as Chris Leinberger notes. 
"Housing prices on the fringe tended to drop at twice the metro
politan average while walkable urban housing tended to main
tain [its] value and [is] coming back nicely in selected markets 
today."28 Not only have city centers fared better than suburbs, 
but walkable cities have fared better than drivable ones. Cath
erine Lutz and Anne Lutz Fernandez note that "the cities with 
the largest drops in housing value (such as Las Vegas, down 

•catherine Lutz and Anne Lutz Fernandez, Carjacked, 80. Vehicle miles traveled per 
household increased 70 percent from 1969 to 2001 (Chuck Kooshian and Steve Winkel
man, "Growing Wealthier," 3). 
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37 percent) have been the most car-dependent, and the few cities 
with housing prices gains ... have good transit alternatives."29 

This is bad news for Orlando and Reno, but it's good news 
for Portland ... and also for Washington, D.C., which continues 
to benefit from earlier investments in transit. From 2005 to 2009 

' as the District's population grew by 15,862 people, car registra-
tions fell by almost 15,000 vehicles: The National Building Mu
seum, in its Intelligent Cities Initiative, notes that this reduction 
in auto use results in as much as $127,275,000 being retained in 
the local economy each year.• 

Those are the economic benefits of not driving. Are there 
additional economic benefits of walking, biking, and taking tran
sit instead? The evidence here is a little more scarce, but the 
indications are positive. Ignoring the health benefits, there is a 
clear distinction to be made in the category of job creation. Road 
and highway work, with its big machines and small crews, is no
toriously bad at increasing employment. In contrast, the con
struction of transit, bikeways, and sidewalks performs 60 percent 
to 100 percent better. A study of President Obama's American 
Recovery and Reinvestment Act documented a 70 percent em
ployment premium for transit over highways. By this measure, 
that job-creation program would have created fifty-eight thousand 
more jobs if its road-building funds had gone to transit instead ... 

"National Building Museum Intelligent Cities Initiative poster. By my estimate, this all 
occurred on January 20, 2009, when 15,000 Bushies were replaced by 30,000 Obamans. 
Many Bush staffers, as a point of pride, lived "beyond the beltway" in red-state Virginia. 
•Ibid. In Australia, a similar study determined that living in a transit-oriented neigh
borhood was likely to save a total of about $750,000 over a lifetime, most of which 
would be spent locally (Peter Newman, Timothy Beatley, and Heather Boyer, Resilient 
Cities, 120). And since each car removed from the typical household budget allows that 
family to afford a $135,000 larger mortgage, it's easy to see why Washington real estate 
prices have dropped only 20 percent from their peak, while housing beyond the belt
way has lost half its value. 
.. A study of expenditures in Baltimore showed that while each million spent on roads 
created about seven jobs, each million spent on pedestrian facilities generated eleven 
jobs, and each million spent on bike lanes created more than fourteen jobs (Heidi 
Garrett-Peltier, "Estimating the Employment Impacts of Pedestrian, Bicycle, and Road 
Infrastructure," 1-2). 
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How does this translate at the local level? Portland has spent 
roughly $65 million on bicycle facilities over the past several 
decades. That is not a lot of money by infrastructure standards
it cost more than $140 million to rebuild just one of the city's 
freeway interchanges.30 Yet, in addition to helping to boost the 
number of bicyclists from near normal to fifteen times the na
tional average,• this investment can be expected to have created 
close to nine hundred jobs, about four hundred more than would 
have come from spending it on road building. 

But the real Portland story is neither its transportation sav
ings nor its bikeway employment, but something else: young, 
smart people are moving to Portland in droves. According to 
Cortright and coauthor Carol Coletta, "Over the decade of the 
1990s, the number of college-educated 25 to 34 year-olds in
creased 50 percent in the Portland metropolitan area-five 
times faster than in the nation as a whole, with the fastest in
crease in this age group being recorded in the city's close-in 
neighborhoods."• There is another kind of walkability dividend, 
aside from resources saved and resources reinvested: resources 
attracted by being a place where people want to live. This has 
certainly been the case in San Francisco, where headhunters for 
companies like Yelp and Zynga (the social-gaming developers 
who created Farm Ville) actively use urbanism as a recruiting tool. 
"We're able to attract creative and tech talent because we are in 
the city," acknowledges Colleen McCreary, Zynga's head of hu
man resources.31 

Ultimately, though, it would seem that urban ptoductivity 
has even deeper causes. There is mounting evidence that dense, 

•According to the census, Portland's bicycling mode share is 5.8 percent, and local 
studies place it at just under 8 percent. The national average is 0.4 percent. 
""The Young and the Restless," 34. As the number of college graduates in a metropoli
tan area increases by 10 percent, individuals' earnings increase by 7.7. This applies even 
to non-college graduates in the city because their productivity rises, too (David Brooks, 
"The Splendor of Cities"). 
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walkable cities generate wealth by sheer virtue of the propin
quity that they offer. This is a concept that is both stunningly 
obvious-cities exist, after all, because people benefit from com
ing together-and tantalizingly challenging to prove.• This hasn't 
kept it from the lips of some of our leading thinkers, including 
Stewart Brand, Edward Glaeser, David Brooks, and Malcolm 
Gladwell. 

Speaking at the Aspen Institute, David Brooks pointed out 
how most U.S. patent applications, when they list similar patents 
that influenced them, point to other innovators located less than 
twenty-five miles away.8 He also mentioned a recent experiment 
at the University of Michigan, where "researchers brought groups 
of people together face to face and asked them to play a diffi
cult cooperation game. Then they organized other groups and 
had them communicate electronically. The face-to-face groups 
thrived. The electronic groups fractured and struggled."32 

Face-to-face collaboration is, of course, possible in any set
ting. But it is easier in a walkable city. Susan Zeilinski, managing 
director of the University of Michigan's SMART Center, puts 
it this way: "In Europe you can get five good meetings done in a 
day. In Australia, maybe three, and in Atlanta, maybe two, be
cause you've gone way, way farther and way, way faster but you 
haven't been in an accessible place that allows a lot to happen. 
You've spent a lot of time sitting in traffic."33 This discussion 
raises a larger theoretical question that scientists have just begun 
to take on: are there underlying universal rules that govern the 
success of a place? 

The theoretical physicists Geoffrey West and Luis Betten
court believe so. They do not believe in urban theory-"a field 
without principles" -they are interested only in math. "What 

•More than twenty-five years ago, William Whyte's research tracked the stock perfor
mance of thirty-eight New York City companies that chose to relocate to the suburbs, 
a~d found that they appreciated at less than half the rate of thirty-five similar compa
mes that had stayed put (Whyte, City: Rediscovering the Center, 294-95). 
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the data clearly shows," West notes, "is that when people come 
together they become much more productive."34 Do the same 
physical laws work in reverse? Writing about West's research in 
The New York Times Magazine, Jonah Lehrer notes: 

In recent decades, though, many of the fastest-growing 
cities in America, like Phoenix and Riverside, Calif., 
have given us a very different urban model. These places 
have traded away public spaces for affordable single
family homes, attracting working-class families who want 
their own white picket fences. West and Bettencourt 
point out, however, that cheap suburban comforts are 
associated with poor performance on a variety of urban 
metrics. Phoenix, for instance, has been characterized 
by below-average levels of income and innovation (as 
measured by the production of patents) for the last 40 
years. 35 

These findings align with a recent Environmental Protection 
Agency study that found, state by state, an inverse relationship 
between vehicle travel and productivity: the more miles that 
people in a given state drive, the weaker it performs econom
ically.• Apparently, the data are beginning to support the city 
planners' bold contention that time wasted in traffic is unpro
ductive. 

In contrast, the Portland metro area is now home to more 
than twelve hundred technology companies. Like Seattle and 
San Francisco, it is one of the places where educated millennials 
are heading in disproportionate numbers. This phenomenon is 
what the demographer William Frey has in mind when he says: 

•Kooshian and Winkelman, "Growing Wealthier," 2. This correlation seems especially 
meaningful, since wealthier people have the disposable income that would allow them 
to drive more. 
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"A new image of urban America is in the making. What used to 
be white flight to the suburbs is turning into 'bright flight' to cit
ies that have become magnets for aspiring young adults who see 
access to knowledge-based jobs, public transportation and a new 
city ambiance as an attraction."36 

The conventional wisdom used to be that creating a strong 
economy came first, and that increased population and a higher 
quality of life would follow. The converse now seems more likely: 
creating a higher quality of life is the first step to attracting new 
residents and jops. This is why Chris Leinberger believes that 
"all the fancy economic development strategies, such as develop
ing a biomedical cluster, an aerospace cluster, or whatever the 
current economic development 'flavor of the month' might be, do 
not hold a candle to the power of a great walkable urban place."37 
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Athens: Peripatetic Fragments
A new world in the old.

Athenians cannot be proud, the joke goes. Because if their nose is in the air, they won’t
see the potholes under their feet. The sidewalk is the most dangerous place to walk: watch
out for motorbikes, cars backing up, tree stumps, broken pavement, sunken entrances,
marble slick as ice, stray dogs, other people who aren’t looking up.

*     *     *

All street signs are in the genitive. The road of Heraclitus. So, too, are the surnames of
women. She of Psaropoulos. Patronymics. Who are you=to whom do you belong.

*     *     *

Here is our blue-collar neighborhood, with its incongruous view of the Parthenon, and its
butcher, baker, and candlestick maker (in that order) around the corner. With its farmers’
market on Mondays that trucks in at 4:00 am the autochthonous roots of things, like the
roots of words, with the Attic and Laconic soil still clinging stubbornly to them. All the
greens whose names I do not know.

INTRODUCTION
Athenians cannot be proud, the joke goes. Because if their nose is in the air, they won’t see the potholes under
their feet. The sidewalk is the most dangerous place to walk: watch out for motorbikes, cars backing up, tree
stumps, broken pavement, sunken entrances, marble slick as ice, stray dogs, other people who aren’t looking
up.
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*     *     *

Some call my neighborhood Neos Kosmos, the New World. But we are on the borders of
Neos Kosmos. We live across the paved-over trickle that was the river, Kallirrhois (“the
beautifully flowing”), from the old-town area of Athens, the Plaka, where, on Byron street,
beneath the Acropolis, you can buy calendars with ancient Greek pornography. The real
name of our neighborhood, known by the post office but none of the taxi drivers, is
Cynosargous—the dog Argos, who waited on a dungheap for the exile’s return. The exile’s
return, of course, is death.

Cynosargous is the ancient home of the Cynics.

*     *     *

We are a ten-minute walk from the Próto Nekrotapheío—the First Cemetery, on the Road
of Repose. It is our nearest real park, that is, one without mopeds tearing past kids
playing soccer in the dust (city grime, and the ochre dust from the Sahara that rains down
twice a year), shouting Albanian obscenities. The cemetery is good for picnics: the cooing
of doves under vaults of cypresses amidst the everyday bustle of death: priests, florists,
marble cutters, the cafes that serve bitter coffee and brandy to mourners. Our neighbors
include George Seferis, Heinrich Schliemann, and T.H. White. They are lucky: most
inhabitants have to be dug up in three years to make room for the rattle of new skeletons.
My therapist, Dr. Agamemnon, has his office overlooking the cemetery. Guilt, he says, is a
poor counselor. O inscrutable gold mask!

*     *     *

“When will they return our lost marbles?”

*     *     *

More neighbors: Penelope has finished her web. She is cutting the threads, weaving in the
loose ends. A shroud all along. She is one of those little old ladies dressed in black, in
widow’s weeds, who elbow me out of the way in the checkout line at the supermarket. I
must learn how better to take up space.

Laertes is already planted in the ground. His heart lies there, full of seeds, ready to break
open like a grenade, like a pomegranate. They break them here for luck and for new
beginnings. Pomegranates, I mean, not hearts.
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Telemachus runs a moving company. His truck is labeled: Metaphors.

*     *     *

One word means both weather and time.

*     *     *

Strikes, riots, protests, sit-ins, byzantine bureaucracy, strikes. Two smells of Athens: the
perfume of bitter oranges casting invisible grace over visible ugliness (cracked pavement,
overflowing garbage, the myriad morphologies of dog shit), and the occasional whiff of
tear gas blowing past the Temple of Olympian Zeus or the Plaza of Lamentation. (Protest
destination: the American Embassy.)

We have an aristocratic Hungarian acquaintance who says (you have to hear the accent),
You can’t trust Greeks with concrete.

*     *     *

Which is to say: the encircling marble mountains shouldn’t be chipped away for gravel
and cement to suffocate the many-engendering earth.

But also: the road up and the road down are both lethal with potholes.

*     *     *

Toss a coin to the old crone before she lays the Evil Eye on you. The Eye is what looks on
you with suspicion, because you are a woman, because you have blonde hair, because you
are far gone in pregnancy, because you are a foreigner. Don’t compliment a baby: it can
bring on the Eye. But it is only a superstition—phtou, phtou, phtou (turns aside, ritual
spitting).

*     *     *

My son was born on the Road of the Muses. His name is Jason. (Hairdresser in Atlanta:
But honey, why didn’t you give him a Greek name?) At our local playground, a mother is
shrilling for Orestes to come home and take a bath, for Antigone to quit digging in the
sand.

*     *     *

On the sidewalks of Athens, two cannot walk abreast: each of a couple walks alone.
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W
Secret vices, brief encounters, and the trail of dead.

Where I walk is the town of w, some nine miles south of the city of N, though W consists
only of some six streets, unless you include the estates that stretch mostly northward but
ever more eastward too, and I cannot help thinking of the old, of whom there are many,
gathered in their sheltered housing, with their old names, the same names you see on the
war memorial, since this has been a stable community for generations, some of their
children and grandchildren still working in the shops, sometimes with their parents as in
the case of P, the butcher, whose middle-aged daughters come in Saturdays and are
particularly to be seen near Christmas when everyone is ordering turkeys and the queues
extend outside the shop, which is now without the services of M who had been P’s
assistant, both old men at the edge of retirement, M sickly and occasionally grouchy if not
glum, with pains and cancers and a bad heart that eventually killed him just a few months
ago leaving P with all the work, so that P no longer has time for Ping-Pong, the secret vice
of the town of W, there being three divisions of eight teams each in the immediate area of

INTRODUCTION
Where I walk is the town of w, some nine miles south of the city of N, though W consists only of some six
streets, unless you include the estates that stretch mostly northward but ever more eastward too, and I cannot
help thinking of the old, of whom there are many, gathered in their sheltered housing, with their old names, the
same names you see on the war memorial, since this has been a stable community for generations, some of
their children and grandchildren still working in the shops, sometimes with their parents as in the case of P, the
butcher, whose middle-aged daughters come in Saturdays and are particularly to be seen near Christmas when
everyone is ordering turkeys and the queues extend outside the shop . . .
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W, P being a vicious spinner of the ball, a leading member of Saints B—Saints A, B, and C
as represented in each division (there was the occasion when p invited me to play on the b
team that eventually won the league though I only played the once, winning one rubber
and losing two, my work taking me to Ireland in that period so I only returned at the end
of the season, when I was presented with an individual trophy as the fourth man, or
reserve of the team, the presentation in a social club in the neighboring town of H, the
evening ending with a disco)—and whenever P sees me or my wife, C, passing his window
he mimes a Ping-Pong stroke and I mime back, before passing on to the two computer
shops, the two electronics shops, the travel agent (The Global Booking Agency), the
optician (Cecil B. Amey), the sad gift shop selling trade reject stationery where the lonely
and simple go to talk to the melancholy owner who on quiet days is to be seen playing his
guitar behind the counter, his glasses as sad as his mild face that always wears a clouded
look, the clouds never completely shifting, except occasionally when he has to help a
customer use his photocopier (more elderly people, taking copies of wills, deeds, receipts,
generally following the trails of the dead), but my walk continues past them, past the
jewelry shop and the shop with its cutesy figurines and medallions that remind me of the
china shepherdesses and lace doilies that once filled the bourgeois apartments of the
elderly in communist Budapest, then the paper shop with its jowly women, the
supermarket with its slow-speaking, slow-thinking male checkout and the very old
woman who has practically no voice left and is sprouting hair everywhere, hanging
silently on to life by what appears a very thin thread, and the banks and the cheap
supermarket, and the seventeenth-century market cross on stilts under which the kids
hang around in the evenings, with chips from the chippie or a kebab from the Kurdish
take-away, the owner of which, a short friendly man, once asked if I would take him on
for English lessons, though he has now opened a kebab and burger and fried chicken shop
farther down the same street, while on Friday and Saturday nights the criminal and
would-be criminal gather outside his original shop as the police circle in their cars, on one
occasion taking a gangling blond man away, his hands cuffed behind his back, past the
vet’s surgery with its window-display of one large plastic model flea and an equally large
model louse, dangling on a string like something out of Kafka or the Insect Play, the
images indicating and reminding us of our enemies; and then, moving out beyond the
town, across the old highway, towards the railway station where d the owner keeps a
piano showroom (he tunes pianos too) as well as the Brief Encounter restaurant crowded
with stills of Trevor Howard and Celia Johnson and other memorabilia—posters, metal
plates, tickets, menus, maps, and press notices—so there you might stand on the c-bound
platform under the hanging basket of flowers and the memorial to the railwayman killed
on the track in an accident some twenty years ago, looking up at the newly-installed
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electronic signal that tells you whether a train is late, but if you went on beyond the
railway station into the fields and lanes, the England of bicycles and hedgerows, it is
almost as if the Great War had never happened, or, if you walked back down by the
twelve-mile river, past the ruined abbey from whose tower the body of the hanged rebel
William Kett dangled by the neck in 1549, and everywhere, every yard, foot, and inch,
trodden over by the makers of the landscape, you would find their feet under your feet,
even now as a great cloud, a seeping, darkening grey, plump with rain, climbs up over the
horizon and the first drops begin to fall.
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camps—after the 1956 Budapest uprising. Szirtes studied painting at Harrow School of Art and Leeds College of Art
and Design. At Leeds he studied with Martin Bell, who encouraged Szirtes as he...
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